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A Taste Doo wfn t Lo win tPto lu geh k eIe tp sai el y
FEATURING THE BEST OF ITALIAN FOOD FROM
THE GREATER POUGHKEEPSIE AREA

Join us for Food, Music, & Dancing
Sunday, October 2, 2011
11AM - 6PM
Street fair to be held along
Mount Carmel Place & Lower Mill Street
Poughkeepsie, NY

Salvo

2010 Cannoli
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Giada Valenti

FOOD & LIVE MUSIC ALL DAY - EVENING MUSIC CONCERT

Presented by
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P O U G H KE E PS I E

Day Performance
Starring Venetian Singer

Giada Valenti

Beautiful Italian Music Concert

7pm Mt Carmel Church
vendor inquiries to Erik Morabito (845) 483-7300

GRAPE STOMPING - SPAGHETTI EATING CONTEST - DANCING - GAMES
DESIGN BY R. LOUIS FOUHY

Alan’s Affordable Computers & Repairs

LESSONS, ACCESSORIES, & MORE ExpERt COMputER SERvICE - whEREvER yOu NEEd It!

BACK TO SCHOOL TIME!! SAVE $$

a

make your child a super student—
don’t get left behind!—

f

ExpErt computEr sErvicE - whErEvEr you nEEd it!
With technology getting more and more advanced, you need a
reliable computer service partner you can trust.

ALAn’S AffOrdABLE COMpuTErS & rEpAIrS
would be pleased to be your technology partner

LowEst pricEs in thE vALLEy on mAc & windows
computErs, (dEsKtops And LAp tops).
ForGEt thE corporAtE Box storEs—shop with us!!

Please remember to “pay it forward”
ASk thE ?’S.
845-687-9505 www.alanscomputers.com thE bESt dEAL IS
CLOSER tO hOME!

AlAn MArker/owner
3835 main street/rte. 209 | stone ridge ny 12484 | 845.687.9505 | amarker@hvc.rr.com
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dear readers

,

his is your captain speaking. We are currently hovering over
the mid-Hudson Valley at a reasonable, seasonable altitude.
Some light turbulence, but mostly clear skies, high visibility.

Though it bears no relation to our beautiful Hongnian
Zhang cover—in tribute to the 10th anniversary of the attack on 9-11—I
can’t help but use the “homemade airplane” analogy here. Because when
we started this magazine four and one-third years ago, the best way I could
think of to describe the launch of Roll was that it was like jumping off a
cliff, assembling a flying machine in mid-air, and getting the thing flying
before hitting the ground. Somehow that’s exactly what we did, always
avoiding impact at the last second, always finding some way to stay aloft.
We got off to a pretty great start in 2007, discovering the artistic wealth of
the Hudson Valley, meeting the dreamers and doers, movers and shakers.
Advertisers seemed to like our style, and the listings provided a useful
resource that no other publication was attempting, at least not with the
attention to detail we paid. The response was pretty immediate, magazines
were moving, and we fine-tuned our distribution points. Then….2008. All
media took the big hit as advertising budgets crumbled. And truthfully, we
have all yet to recover in any meaningful way since.
We managed to stay in the air. And we kept trying to improve, adding
community and ecological content, talking about clean energy, sustainable
building, organic farming. We met and talked to some amazing people:
Pete Seeger, Melissa Leo, Levon Helm, Jimmy Cobb, Gillian Jagger, Rep.
Maurice Hinchey, and many more. World-class art exhibitions, festivals,
and theatrical events pretty much fell into our lap. Our appreciation of the
Hudson Valley rose with each issue.
Why am I telling you all this? Well, we’ve decided to “land the plane,”
while the pleasant weather permits a decent landing. This will be the
last print issue of Roll Magazine, barring any (extremely) unforeseen
circumstances. So I’d best get to the gratitude.
First, it must be said to our advertisers: thank you from the bottom of our
hearts. Every month when I’ve looked through the magazine, I’ve said to
myself: I really like each and every business here. These are the kinds of
locally-based companies worth respecting: great food, services, products,
performances, exhibitions. Thank you all so much for keeping gas in the
engine, wind under the wings.
Though the four of us—me, Jamaine Bell, Donna Calcavecchio, and Tom
Grasso—do the lion’s share of the work here, we’ve had some invaluable
assistance from good friends: special thanks go to Ali Gruber, Adele
Jones, Dan Kajeckas, and Tristan Shelton. We’ve been fortunate to have
some terrific writers: Jay Blotcher, Peter Aaron, Tad Wise, Crispin Kott,
Gary Allen, M. R. Smith, Beth Jones, Kay Cordtz, Abby Luby, Donatella
de Rosa, Luanne Panarotti, Julie Goldstein, Pierre-Luc Moeys, Clare
Fountain, Susan Krawitz and Luciano Valdivia. We’ve had some marvelous
photographers contribute, including Barry Feinstein, Matt Petricone,
Catherine Sebastian, Thomas Jack Hilton and Fionn Reilly. And a special
thanks to our good friend illustrator Elwood H. Smith who generously
gave us four one-of-a-kind covers. Talent-wise, our cup runneth over.
Thanks again for all of your help, you all brought real quality to Roll.
A special mention must go to Gordon Bushway and our printer, Digital
Page, in Albany. Since switching to them in the first year, we have gotten
consistently high quality service and timely delivery. You’ve been making
us look good, with the best and most sustainable ink and recycled paper
products available and we deeply appreciate it.
And last but not at all least, thank you, Dear Readers. You’ve been
awesome passengers on this merry monthly spin around the Valley. Some
have even checked in with nice comments about the ride. It’s been a
pleasure showing you around, and we hope you continue to seek out the
possibilities inherent in this aesthetically and creatively rich place we live
in. Oh, and be sure to keep an eye on www.rollmagazine.com. Some of us
will be keeping the virtual flight navigating through cyberspace….
On behalf of the flight crew, we’d like to welcome you to your destination,
and say thank you for traveling with Roll Magazine. Hope you enjoyed
the flight.
Cheers, Ross Rice, editor
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BARDAVON • 35 Market Street • Poughkeepsie, NY • Box Office 845.473.2072 • UPAC • 601 Broadway • Kingston, NY • Box Office 845.339.6088 • Ticketmaster 800.745.3000

BARDAVON PRESENTS...

JIM
THE
TEMPTATIONS GAFFIGAN
Sun Sep 11, 5pm
at HITS-Saugerties

Fri Sep 30, 8pm
at UPAC

THE
B-52S

TEDESCHI
KRIS
TRUCKS BAND KRISTOFFERSON

Sun Oct 2, 7pm
at UPAC

Sun Oct 23, 7pm
at UPAC

www.ticketmaster.com
www.bardavon.org | www.upac.org
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FARM-FRESH PRODUCE • BUTCHER SHOP • FISH MARKET
VAST GOURMET GROCERY, CHEESE & COFFEE SELECTION
DELECTABLE BAKED GOODS • SWEET SHOP • HOUSEPLANTS
GIFT SHOP • FLOWER SHOP • GARDEN CENTER • NURSERY

www.adamsfarms.com
POUGHKEEPSIE

K I N G S TO N

NEWBURGH

Route 44
845-454-4330

Route 9W
845-336-6300

Route 300
845-569-0303

Special eventS
September 3 Sounds of africa with Sanga of the
valley $20/$18 members | 8:00pm
September 9 & 10 tOO MUcH inFORMatiOn! Returns
by popular demand $15 | 8:00 pm
September 13 Documentary: the last Mountain $6 |
7:15 pm

September 18 Opera in cinema: verdi’s Macbeth from
the Royal Opera House, london $20 | 2:00 pm

nigHtly MOvieS at 7:15
clOSeD SOMe tUeSDayS
MOvie aDMiSSiOn: $6

September 21 - 25 the Woodstock Film Festival at the
Rosendale theatre | Schedule tBa
September 27 Documentary: Farmeggedon $6 | 7:15 pm

FilmS: buck, Conan O’brien Can’t Stop, tree of life,

upCOming
FilmS &
SpeCial eVentS a
www.rosendaletheatre.org
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passione, the best and the brightest

Volunteer! email volunteer@rosendaletheatre.org
to get involved. please make a donation today! We need
your help now to make our final payment for the purchase
of the theater.
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Linking Collections,
Building Connections:
Works from the
Hudson Valley Visual Art
Collections Consortium
August 24 – December 11, 2011
Opening Reception,
Saturday, September 17, 5–7 pm

An aging nuclear power plant spells mayhem for a
journalist, a parent and a community in
Nuclear Romance, a new novel by Abby Luby. Soon
to be published as an eBook by Armory New Media.
nuclearromance.wordpress.com/

Conrad Kramer, Tip Table, 1930
Collection of the Woodstock Artists
Association & Museum,
Gift of Aileen B. Cramer and Margot Cramer Taylor

STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK AT NEW PALTZ

www.newpaltz.edu/museum
Open Wed. – Sun. 11 am – 5 pm
845/257-3844

cover art by Ben Sears

KEEP OUR
WATER

SAMUEL DORSKY MUSEUM OF ART

www.thewoodshudsonvalleyretreat.com

PRIVACY • SECLUSION • BLISS

CLE A N
Ethan hawkE in
“i LovE My nEw york watEr” ad

all purchases of this stainless
steel water bottle with our

“I LOVE MY NEW YORK WatER”
logo will go towards protecting New York’s
water against hydro-fracking

weekend get-aways

$15 + $5 shipping, [tax deductable] • to order your bottle go to :

stay a week

www.ILoveamericasWater.org
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• a month •

a season

845.658.9330

roll art & image

Opening
Fantasy’s
Gate:

Art by

Nora Crain
and Richard Carrazzini
By Abby Luby
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A

dynamic and wildly stunning show of local artists Nora
Crain and Richard Carrazzini will open the fall season at
the Muroff Kotler Visual Arts Gallery at SUNY Ulster.
The show, entitled “Just Friends: Drawings by Nora Crain;
Paintings by Richard Carrazzini,” pairs Crain’s dramatic, black and
white drawings with Carrazzini’s vibrantly colorful paintings.
There is a raw fluidity emanating from these works that taps into our
sensorial core and sends us to another place—the very thing we crave
from fine art. That Crain and Carrazzini have divergently contrasting
styles is the strong appeal, says Gallery Coordinator Susan Jeffers.
9

Nora Crain; r, Richard Carrazzini, photo by Bob Schuler

“We like to show artists who have different approaches to similar themes.
There is a connection (with both artists) in terms of inner and outer.
Nora’s work really reaches your gut in terms of form and an interior
world. Richie’s paintings reach your heart through his characters and
their connection to others.”
The enormity of Crain’s untitled charcoal drawings is at once
mesmerizing. Reaching from floor to ceiling, the swishes and swirls
transport us to a clandestine world of floating amoeba and weighty
tuberous limbs thinning out to feathery tendrils fanning a primordial sea.
Sharply defined edges and lines punch out layers of erasures, creating
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continued on pg 10...

continued from pg 10...
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untitled,
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Nora Crain

continued on pg 12...

continued from pg 11...

rich, sensual textures and varied
tonalities. There is a sense of the
‘embryonic,’ as Crain embeds
knobby, corpuscular shapes within
mysterious landscapes reminiscent
of flora and fauna, where a play of
shadowy recesses and pale forms
suggest a primal morphology.
Largely gestural, Crain works with
white and black charcoal—half the
time on a step ladder to fully realize
her ideas on the large expanse of
paper. In her studio, small sketches
are tacked up as prompts that feed
her own creative dance of rubbing
out and filling in lines and shapes—a
process to access her “unconscious.”
“I work on several small sketches
leading up to the work,” says Crain.
“Many of these shapes come from
early memory. Some are weathered
holes and spaces; some are based
in nature or have evolved from
sea references. Most have become
something totally ‘other.’”
The mystique of Crain’s work
presents as an uncanny double
entendre. Is it the thick, graceful
walled feet of trees morphing into
human anatomy? Are we seeing a
microscopic enlargement of a nerve
synapse that secretly spawned in a
cavernous underworld? Is the furry
amoeba floating toward us, replete
with crisp, hallowed holes, perhaps
a mythical sea creature?
Crain’s abstract images allows us to find our own personal path of wonder
as does the work of Richard Carrazzini, whose figurative paintings
weave together autobiography, literature, random memory and dream

12

states. A true colorist, Carrazzini’s works are elegiac, created with a
delicate hand, parting fantasy’s curtain onto another world. Although
these are Carrazzini’s narratives, the images spark our imagination
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and personal interpretations. Characters engage us with their direct
gaze amidst a circus of recurring symbols—pale, sketchy houses, birds,
animals, shadowy, unfinished figures and a scrawled word or two.

T

hese paintings are fun, but not without social rebuke. When
Carrazzini’s mother went into a nursing home at age 91, it stoked
his criticism of the unrequited role of domesticity. “Carmella
(Mom), After the Fall” shows his mother on a nursing home bed,
with gentle, dark skinned hands ready to help her, and two fingers
reaching from the bottom belonging to Carrazzini’s father, who lost
three fingers in an accident. The woman is clearly slipping away
despite the outreach. Carrazzini says his mother’s last years in a
nursing home belied her devotion to family life.
“Here is a woman who was married 66 years, lived for her family and
put her whole life out there. Then she dies alone in a nursing home
surrounded by people she doesn’t know. We get trapped in domesticity
where roles are shallow, but it’s all we know.”

Carrizzini says the painting is prescient. “I painted this quite a while
before my mother looked like this. When she first went into the nursing
home, she actually got better, but the last three or four months of her life
she turned into that painting. She was 93 when she died.”
In “Lucia Is A Dancer,” Carrazzini painted his daughter Lucia,
statuesque against a sea green, global horizon; solid and unmoved by
the reeling, off-kilter motion from other circular forms. “Olympia, You
Is My Woman Now,” is Carrazzini’s version of “Olympia,” Édouard
Manet’s 1863, then controversial painting of a black servant catering to a
white prostitute. The title is a take-off on “Bess, You is my woman now”
from the opera by George Gershwin that portrays Southern, AfricanAmerican life in the 1920’s, a subtle theme that buttresses Carrazzini’s
comment on bourgeois roles.
Here, he puts himself in the painting, serving a black woman who
is languid, voluptuous, half smirking at the role reversal and the
offer of watermelon. A white cat silently witnesses the switcheroo
of a stereotypical white male, undressed and catering
to a dark-skinned lady. A scruffy, half-painted house
looms large, surrounded by crimson flames slicing into
the blue sky; a floating window is dreamily unscathed
by the fire.
This is a must-see show. The contrast between the work by
Crain and Carrazzini will undoubtedly stand up to repeated
viewings—you’re guaranteed to see something different on
a second or third visit.
“Just Friends: Drawings by Nora Crain; Paintings by Richard
Carrazzini” will be exhibited at Muroff Kotler Visual Arts
Gallery, on the campus of SUNY Ulster, Rte. 209 and Cottekill
Rd., Stone Ridge, September 2 through 30. Opening reception is
Friday September 2, 5-7 PM. Visit www.sunyulster.edu or call
845.687.5113 for more information. Gallery hours are Mo-Fr 11
AM- 3 PM.

this pg:

Carmella (Mom), After the Fall
Lucia Is a Dancer, Richard Carrazinni

opposite pg:
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roll the music

&

dannylouis
machantaylor
by Ross Rice

M achan & Danny, photo by Michael Weintraub

I

t’s a balmy midsummer’s night, and the High Falls Café is jamfreaking-packed, spilling out onto the porch, people laughing,
yakking, drinking. A monster groove is being laid down inside,
time is mosquitoes-tweeter tight on the drums, caressed and
prodded by rubbery bass lines, staccato spikes from the guitar. On
one side of the stage, the skullcap-clad keyboardist lays into a Sly
Stone-era Yamaha organ—through the classic Leslie rotating speaker
cabinet—while occasionally grabbing a trombone to wail Fred
Wesley-like riffs.
And center stage—dear lord—stands a diva/goddess, luxuriant in
outrageous wiggery and footwear, motoring the funk with effortless
rhythm guitar, singing with soul and a range that would probably give
Chaka Khan nightmares. Think that’s hyperbolic? Well, have you ever
heard the last song on Pink Floyd’s Dark Side of the Moon, the one where
the female singer vocalizes (some might say, uh, orgasmically) over the
mellow track “The Great Gig in the Sky”? Well, this singer can nail that.
In fact, she’s done it many times on tour. With Pink Floyd.
It’s a small town venue for sure, but don’t tell the band Phelonious
Phunk, because even though the musicians’ collective resume reads like
a Rolling Stone Hot 100 list, they’re clearly enjoying the sweaty gyrating
roadhouse vibe surrounding them. The two aforementioned: singer/
guitarist Machan Taylor and keyboardist/etc. Danny Louis have both
individually enjoyed illustrious careers in music, but The Phunk brings
14

husband and wife together in a band for the first time, along with
some of the region’s best players. And tonight it’s a marriage made in
boogie heaven.
Truth is, we could easily do full features on both Danny and Machan; their
individual accomplishments would certainly warrant it. But together
they are a unique combination; a great example of how two passionate
and artistic people can live, love, and yes…..even work together. While
keeping it real funky.

d
“I need to find a place of peace,” says Danny when I call. At the
moment, he’s on the road with Stockholm Syndrome, a side project
which—with Danny—features Widespread Panic’s Dave Schools,
Jerry Josephs from Jerry Josephs and the Jackmormons, drummer Wally
Ingram (Sheryl Crow, Jackson Browne), and guitarist Eric McFadden.
Danny’s main band is, of course, Gov’t Mule, which is on hiatus until
next year, so he’s using the free time to get into new projects, keep a
creative mindspace. Unlike the tour bus/roadie world of Mule or Panic,
Stockholm Syndrome goes low dough with van/trailer conveyance,
sharing hotel rooms, old school lean and mean. Danny is clearly
having fun.
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Born and raised in the Rondout Valley, Danny took to the trumpet when
instruments were being handed out in the fourth grade, and followed
that trumpet all the way through middle and high school, eventually to
Boston’s prestigious Berklee School of Music. Meanwhile, the somewhat
trumpet-deficient sounds of rock ‘n’ roll were ascendant, so Danny
picked up the bass. “We had, oddly enough, power trios: bass, drums, and
guitar. Which is funny, because I ended up ruining a power trio!” Danny
laughs, in reference to his ten-year tenure with Gov’t Mule. (Very few
Mule fans would agree with that assessment.)

a call from none other than Gregg Allman. Then Warren called in 2001;
Allen Woody had just died, and the band was pulling in friends to help
finish out the tour, using both bassists and keyboardists: different guys,
different shows. Would Danny come out for two weeks? Danny cleared
it with his studio partners, and made the run. For the next year or so he
made the duality work, as Warren kept calling him for more quick tours.
One day in 2002 they made the inevitable official: Danny Louis became
the fourth member of Gov’t Mule, and has been for six albums, and ten
years of tours ever since.

Danny attended Berklee in the early 70s, with a double major—education
and composition/arranging—and was getting a good amount of bigger
jobs playing trumpet. “There was so much work in Boston at the time.
The climate in the country was much more conducive to live music at
the seedbed level. That started to catch up with me.” Teaching music
looked less and less attractive, so he dropped that major, and little by
little, eased out of school into the professional world. A series of original
bands followed, all going for “the deal” with varying degrees of success,
all making use of the vibrant Boston music media to develop followings,
each running its course after a couple of years.

But just before that happened, a jingle session of note occurred.
Danny had written a spot for 7-Up, and Rick DePofi hired a group of
background singers. It was a deadline date, so the chorus hit it quick and
split, very professional. But after the session, Danny asked Rick about
one of the singers, a striking raven-haired woman, and Rick told him
she was a friend. Six months later Danny got a call from Rick, who was
producing the same singer. “He called me up, which was very atypical,
and said ‘hey, you might find this interesting. Why don’t you come down
to the studio, give it a listen?’ He said, ‘she’s not just some chick singer,
she’s a real musician.’ And that got me.” Danny went down there, met
her again, and listening to playback next to her on the couch, “I knew
something was up.” Indeed there was.

Danny left Boston in ’79, and after a brief stop in Ulster County,
relocated to Manhattan, where he stayed until 2004. The goal: find some
players, start another band. “That was the way that I looked at music. I
felt for me the best thing would to be in a band, and branch out (from it),
but always return to the band. When I moved to New York, that era was
coming to a close.” The drinking age went up, venues started booking
multiple acts, diluting any chance of building a following. “I became
a freelance musician by default.” Composition and arrangement work
for demos and commercial work helped him develop his keyboard skills.
“The reason why I’ve learned how to play so many instruments over the
years, was to support my writing habit.”
This being the 80s, drum machines, sequencers, and synthesizers were
paramount in commercial music. Danny had an Atari computer—with
built-in MIDI interface—in a road case, and not a whole lot else. “There
were a few keyboard players in New York City who had such elaborate
rigs, that the studios began to get used to that convenience. And I was
poor, I didn’t have (that)! There was a period of time when all I had
was two synths…and three empty cases!” Danny made the most of his
“primitive” setup, and kept getting commercial gigs, while developing
some phenomenal keyboard chops in the process.
It’s well that he did. One morning in 1989, he picked up the horn to
practice and….nothing came out. Checking the mirror, it was apparent
that half of his face was paralyzed, and he was diagnosed with Bell’s
Palsy, which effectively grounded his career on trumpet. Danny
redoubled his efforts on keyboards, grabbing any gig that came near him.
One such gig was with Allman Brothers guitarist Warren Haynes, who
had moved to New York in ’92 with a solo record deal, and soon Danny
was in the Warren Haynes Group, opening for the Allmans on tour.
Danny and Gregg Allman hit it off, and Gregg took pity on Danny’s notquite-making-it synthetic organ sound, insisting that he make use of his
personal Hammond B3, with rotating Leslie speaker cabinet, sparking
a life long love affair with the instrument. Warren and Allman’s bassist
Allen Woody—along with drummer Matt Abts—formed Gov’t Mule in
1995, and though Danny was not at that time invited to join the group,
he and Warren were still close, living nearby each other and doing a lot
of writing together, including the title track for the Mule’s Life Before
Insanity (2000). Meanwhile, Danny worked steadily doing commercial
work, partnering with New York Noise, a studio owned by Rick DePofi.
Feeling like his playing was starting to atrophy creatively, Danny
decided to pull away from the studio demo grind in 2000, when he got
15

m
It’s one busy, almost breathless Machan Taylor answering the phone;
it’s been an insane couple of days trying to sort out the details between
artists, publishers, and record labels for her Motherland Project, a CD
compilation of Japanese-American artists titled Offerings, to raise funds
and awareness for Japanese earthquake/tsunami relief. The album
includes songs by Machan, Rachel Yamagata, Jackie Green, Keiko
Matsui, and her old band Hiroshima, and Machan is scheduling a release
party (featuring Hiroshima) at B. B. King’s in New York on September
21. Plus, she’s trying to get the website online by the first of the month,
where the record will be available as a download. All this plus writing
for music libraries and film/TV projects, taking courses at Empire State
College in pursuit of a degree, and teaching up to 20 vocal students. Oh,
and she has Vocal Coach and Associate Producer credits in the upcoming
Vera Farmiga film, Higher Ground. She is no lollygagger, that’s for sure.
Machan and her older sister were born in Yokohama, Japan, where their
U.S. military father was stationed after the war. Being the manager of
the Officer’s Club on the Army base there put him in the position of
booking the musical acts—one of which was Machan’s mother’s jazz
trio, which also featured world-renowned pianist Toshiko Akiyoshi. The
family moved to New Jersey—where Machan’s father was originally
from—when Machan was five, and that’s where she grew up. Music was
part of the picture from the start, and she developed quickly. “I started in
high school, playing guitar and singing in little coffeehouses. And then,
of course, joining some bands during that time, being in ‘battles of the
bands’, all the typical kid gigs! I was around 14 at the time, and working,
actually making money.”
As a result, Machan became a proficient self-taught guitarist with a
decidedly unique flavor, and formidable technique. She honed her craft
on the road, having graduated early from high school at 16, and was
ready to go out into the world. Machan expanded her base to the TriState area with her band Za Zu Zaz, playing five nights a week. “At
the time, there were so many clubs around that artists could play and
actually get paid! It was such a great developmental breeding ground for
performing artists; there were so many opportunities back then. Because
I knew what I wanted to do, and I had such a clear vision about what
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I wanted my life to be, I skipped college to go on
tour, even though I was accepted at Berklee.”
Though her guitar chops were excellent, Machan
was getting more calls for her voice, a powerful
instrument that seems to have an almost unlimited
top range. And not just ordinary calls from local
bands: we’re talking Pat Benatar, George Benson,
Aretha Franklin, Pink Floyd, Sting. “There was
a lot of luck involved, but there were many very
opportune connections that came about. Honestly,
my first road gig was with the Glenn Miller
Orchestra! Which you would think would be so
unrelated to working with Pink Floyd. But the old
saying is still true: it’s really who you know.”
“After working with the GMO, I met certain
people that led me to certain situations, and in 1984,
a friend of mine was working as a stage manager
for the Jackson’s Victory Tour. He called me to see
if I was busy, and would I be interested in coming
to work at Giant Stadium as a production assistant?
It was supposed to be for a week, but it turned
into six months. That was because that tour was
so massive…it was an over 300 man crew!” That
tour resulted in some really good contacts, leading
to singing on the Pat Benatar tour, and beyond,
carrying her into the 21st Century with the aforementioned megastars. “That’s why my philosophy is: everybody you meet is important.
Because you just never know who’s going to open the door to the next
opportunity.”
But then there was this guy, this friend of Rick DePofi’s, who she sat on
the studio couch with, listening to playback of some of her music one
night. Six months after that, she was invited to see Rick’s band at a club
in the city. So was Danny Louis, on his way back from a Yankees game.
This was no coincidence; Rick knew “what was up.” Third time was
the charm. After a nice evening together at the show, Danny walked
Machan home, bid her goodnight, and from that moment on they haven’t
missed a day of speaking to each other. First date was opera: Tosca at The
Met; she had the tickets. Of course, Danny was an opera fan. OK, not
really, but for Machan he was, for a few hours.
After the rigorous Sting tour, Machan wanted to be making her own
music, and when the new couple made their home in Ulster County—
tying the knot at the Karma Triyana Dharmachakra temple outside of
Woodstock—she worked to realize her new goal. Though it took a year
or so, she completed her first eponymous release in 2004—only to have
her label go bankrupt, effectively killing the record. Though that was
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a bitter setback, Machan rallied, and three years later produced Motion
of Love, with some help from folks like John Scofield, John Medeski,
and Danny. It’s a lush and lovely recording, Machan’s deft guitar work
playing off her pitch-perfect voice, classic and unapologetic adult
contemporary music for modern times.
How to describe the music? “When I started sitting down with my
guitar and writing songs, the Brazilian influence really came out in my
writing. I’ve always been a fan of that style of music: Antonio Carlos
Jobim, Caetano Veloso, Joao Gilberto. And that’s from very early on,
when I was a teenager.” Strong jazz and world music elements are
present, as well as traces of the artists she has toured with over the years.
“I know already that it’s evolving, and what I’m going to do next is
pretty different!”
For instance, Phelonious Phunk, born from Machan’s love for funk and
soul music, and the opportunity to play with some of the regionallybased musicians from Motion of Love, all of whom were lifelong friends
and colleagues with Danny as well: Randy Ciarlante, Charlie Kniceley,
Matt Finck. It seemed like the ideal vehicle for the couple to collaborate,
even to the point where they are writing for the project together. And
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it’s brought an additional mutual respect for each other’s formidable
musicality. While having major fun.
And there’s been a nice surprise recently for Machan. While surfing
online one evening, she came across a pop-up for the Wilhelmina 40+
Model Search. “I checked it out and said ‘hey, that could be fun,’ so I
entered the contest, never in a million years thinking that I would be
chosen. A couple of months later, there I was in the top 30, and suddenly
I was in the top ten, going to New York City to do a finalist fashion show.
Quite a surreal experience really!” Observing the fashion industry from
behind the scenes—while participating in it briefly—was revelatory,
giving her much to think about.
“There’s a discussion that needs to be had, in that there’s a whole babyboomer generation of women—and men, but I think primarily women—
that I think are not really being paid attention to in terms of the media,
advertising, and fashion. The largest generation in history, and there’s
a lot of us out there that are not being marketed to. And it goes across
the board: music, fashion, literature, art…on every level. American
media and corporations still tend to weigh heavier on youth-oriented
marketing. Which doesn’t speak to me, or anyone I know at all.”
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Despite the thickening corporatocracy of music, art, and life in general,
both Machan and Danny stay positive and optimistic, enjoying being
artists together on this life’s journey. Machan: “I think that music—
number one—is what keeps me young, my spirit alive. In terms of
practical things, I do a lot of yoga, just try to take care of myself. But I
also just live in joy, try to be happy. I think happiness is a choice.”
Danny: “Storytelling is an integral part of the human experience,
in every culture. We as musicians aren’t just providing dancing and
cheap entertainment; we’re also telling stories. And because of that, I
don’t necessarily worry about which form it’s going to take. I just know
that if I make myself valuable to music, then there will always be a
place for me.”
Machan Taylor will perform with Hiroshima on September 21, in a benefit concert
for Japan earthquake/tsunami relief, at B. B. Kings Blues Club & Grill, 237 W.
42nd St, New York, at 8 PM. Please visit www.themotherlandproject.com for
more information.
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ACCORD—North Light Studio, 4 City Hall Road, 845.626.2843
ACCORD—Stone Window Gallery, 17 Main Street, 845.626.4932
Open Sa And Su 10 AM- 6 PM And Weekdays By Appointment
ANNANDALE-ON-HUDSON—Hessel Museum Of Art At Bard College, Route 9 G
www.bard.edu/ccs/museum, 845.758.7598
	Through 10/31- BLINKY PALERMO: RETROSPECTIVE 1964-1977
	Through 12/16- IF YOU LIVED HERE, YOU'D BE HOME BY NOW
ASHOKAN—Robert Selkowitz Sunlight Studio Paintings And Winternight Gallery
3024 Route 28, www.artfolks.com, 845.657.6982
BEACON—Back Room Gallery, 475 Main Street, 845.838.1838
BEACON—Beacon Artist Union, 161 Main Street, www.baugallery.com,
845.440.7584
	Ongong- WORKS ON PAPER by MACHAEL GAYDOS
and CATHERINE WELSHMAN
	Through 9/4- PERFECTLY IMPERFECT by MICHAEL GAYDOS
and CATHERINE WELSHMAN
9/10 through 10/2- SURREALISM, EXPRESSIONISM & CANDY BOXES
works by GREY ZEIEN
	Sa 9/10- Opening Reception 6-9 PM
BEACON—Beacon Institute for Rivers and Estuaries, 199 Main Street
www.riversandestuaries.org, 845.838.1600
(Gallery closed Fridays)
	Through 10/2- REVEALED: HIDDEN LAYERS OF THE RIVER by ERIC LIND
BEACON—Daniel Aubry Gallery, 426 Main St., www.danielaubrygallery.com,
845.519.4070
	Ongoing- works by KATIE HAGAN, PURVIS YOUNG
BEACON—Dia:Beacon, 3 Beekman Street, www.diabeacon.org
845.440.0100, Th-Mo 11 AM-6 PM
	Ongoing- 24 COLORS – FOR BLINKY by IMI KNOEBEL
	Ongoing- SOL LEWITT DRAWING SERIES
	Through 10/31- BLINKY PALERMO: RETROSPECTIVE
	Through 2/13- WORK AS ACTION by FRANZ ERHARD WALTHER
	Sa 9/3- PUBLIC TOUR 1 PM
	Sa 9/10- PUBLIC TOUR 1 PM
	Sa 9/17- COLLOQUIUM: FRANZ ERHARD WALTHER’S FIRST WORK SET:
	ACTIONS, INSTRUCTIONS, and PRESENCE 11 AM
	Sa 9/24- gallery talk: KAIRA CABAÑAS on BLINKY PALERMO 2 PM
	Su 9/25- artist walkthrough: PALERMO RESTROSPECTIVE
with LILIANA PORTER 2 PM
BEACON—Dream in Plastic, 177 Main St, www.dreaminplastic.com, 845.632.3383
Gallery Hours Th/Fr/Sa/Mo 12 PM- 7 PM, Su 12 PM- 6 PM
BEACON—Fire Lotus, 474 Main Street, www.thefirelotus.com, 845.235.0461
BEACON—Fovea Exhibitions, Beacon Gallery, 143 Main Street
www.foveaexhibitions.org, 845.765.2199
	Through 9/4- CHILDREN OF THE CHEYENNE RIVER
by EMILY SCHIFFER
9/10 through 11/9- SEPTEMBER 11,
	THE PHOTOGRAPHY OF HALE GURLAND
BEACON—The Howland Cultural Center, 477 Main Street
www.howlandculturalcenter.org, 845.831.4988, Th-Su 1-5 PM
BEACON—Hudson Beach Glass Gallery, 162 Main Street
www.hudsonbeachglass.com, 845.440.0068
	Through 9/5- INSUN KIM sculpture, SHEILAH RECHTSCHAFFER pastels
& paintings
	Sa 9/10- BEACON OPEN STUDIOS KICKOFF SHOW
	Sa/Su 9/24- 9/25- BEACON OPEN STUDIOS
	Fr 9/23- BEACON OPEN STUDIOS KICKOFF PARTY 7-10 PM
BEACON—Marion Royael Gallery, 460 Main Street, 727.244.5535,
www.marionroyaelgallery.com
BEACON—Mill Street Loft presents River Center, Long Dock Park,
Beacon Waterfront
	Through 9/4- THE GREAT HUDSON RIVER EXHIBITION
BEACON—Morphicism, 440 Main St., www.morphicism.com, 845.440.3092
BEACON—Open Space Gallery, 510 Main St., www.openspacebeacon.com
718.207.3793
BEACON—Riverwinds Gallery, 172 Main St., www.riverwindsgallery.com
845.838.2880
BETHEL—Bethel Wood Center For The Arts, 200 Hurd Road and Route 17B
www.bethelwoodscenter.org, 845.454.3388
	Su 9/25- EXPLORE THE ARTS local art, music, theatre and dance 11 AM
BOICEVILLE—Fabulous Furniture Gallery & Sculpture Garden, 3930 Route 28
www.fabulousfurnitureon28.com, 845.657.6317
CATSKILL—Brik Gallery, 473 Main St., www.greenarts.org, 518.943.3400
CATSKILL—Gallery 384, 384 Main Street, 917.674.6823
	Ongoing- REMOVE THE LANDMARK: works by cannon hersey and
aaron yassin
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CATSKILL—Gallery 42, 42 Prospect Ave., 518.943.2642
CATSKILL—Greene County Council on the Arts Gallery, 398 Main St.,
518.943.3400, www.greenearts.org
CATSKILL—M Gallery, 350 Main Street, 518.943.0380, www.mgallery-online.com
Sa & Su 12-5 PM
CATSKILL—The Open Studio, 402 Main Street, www.potatospirit.com
518.943.9531
Every Su- MASTER ON MAIN STREET walking salons, touring
catskill galleries with artists/curators 11AM-1 PM
CATSKILL—Sawdust Dog Gallery, 375 Main Street, 845.532.4404
CATSKILL—Terenchin Fine Art, 462 Main Street, www.terenchin.com
518.943.5312, Mo-Sa 1-6 PM
CATSKILL—Thomas Cole National Historic Site, 218 Spring Street, 518.943.7465
www.thomascole.org
CATSKILL—Union Mills Gallery, 361 Main St., 845.510.8081
CATSKILL—Verso Fine Art, 386 Main Street, www.versofinearts.com,
518.947.6367
CHATHAM—Joyce Goldstein Gallery, 16 Main St., www.joycegoldsteingallery.com
518.392.2250
Through 8/24- MYSTERIER (MYSTERIES) new work by LEO ANKER,
ELISA JENSEN, NATALIE MOORE and TORILD STRAY
ELLENVILLE—Aroma Thyme Bistro, 165 Canal Street
www.aromathymebistro.com, 845.647.3000
GARDINER—Bruynswick Art Gallery And Studio, 1058 Bruynswick Road
845.255.5693
GARDINER—Ulster Savings Bank, 2201 Rte. 44/55, www.ulstersavings.com
GARRISON—Boscobel House & Gardens, 845.265.3638
	Through 9/15- HUDSON RIVER CONTEMPORARY: WORKS ON PAPER
	Through 10/10- CURRENT 2011 summer sculpture exhibition
GARRISON—Garrison Art Center, Garrison’s Landing,
www.garrisonartcenter.org, 845.424.3960, 12-5 PM
	Through 9/4- SUSAN NEWMARK art books, MOSES HOSKINS paintings
9/9- through 10/2- PHOTOCENTRIC photography exhibition
GHENT—Omi International Arts Center, 1405 County Rd. 22, www.artomi.org,
518.392.4747
HIGH FALLS—D&H Canal Museum, www.chagallinhighfalls.com, 845.687.0440
9/2 through 10/30- CHAGALL IN HIGH FALLS
	Sa 9/3- Opening Reception 5-8 PM
	Sa 9/17- Benefit Reception and Dinner at Depuy Canal House 6 PM
(see art highlights).
HIGH FALLS—Kaete Brittin Shaw Functional And Sculptural Porcelain, Rte 213
www.kaetebrittinshaw.com, 845.687.7828
HIGHLAND—Elisa Pritzker Studio At Casa Del Arte, 257 South Riverside Road
www.pritzkerstudio.com, 845.691.5506
HILLSDALE—Architecture for Art, 2633 Rte. 23, www.architectureforart.com
	Through 9/4- ANNINA NOISEI curates
“A GERMAN DUO: KOCHEISEN AND HULLMAN”
HUDSON—Carrie Haddad Gallery, 622 Warren Street
www.carriehaddadgallery.com, 518.828.1915
	Through 9/18- SERIOUS PLAY w/ GABE BROWN, VINCE POMILLO,
	FERNANDO ORELLANA and JESSICA HOUSTON
9/22 through 10/30- NATURAL HISTORY w/ LINDA CROSS,
	RAGELLAH ROURKE and RALPH STOUT
	Sa 9/24- Opening Reception 6-8 PM
HUDSON— Columbia Greene Community College, 4400 Route 23,
www.sunycgcc.edu, 518.828.4181
9/2 through 9/28- LEONARD WISE
9/3 through 9/29- PHIL HAMM
	Su 9/18- THE CATSKILL MOUNTAIN HOUSE AND THE WORLD AROUND
documentary film plus discussion w/ TOBE CAREY 2 PM
HUDSON—Davis Orton Gallery, 114 Warren St., www.davisortongallery.com,
518.697.0266
Open Th-Su 12-6 PM
	Through 9/4- photographs from MELTING POINT and THE LAST ROLL
by JEFF JACOBSON
HUDSON—Hudson Opera House, 327 Warren Street
www.hudsonoperahouse.org, 518.822.1438
	Through 9/24- PRE (HISTORY) by MAUREEN CUMMINS
and QUINN CUMMINS-LUNE
HUDSON—John Davis Gallery, 362 1/2 Warren Street, www.johndavisgallery.com
518.828.5907, Th-Mo 10 AM-5:30 PM
	Through 9/11- PETER MCCAFFREY paintings
9/15 through 10/9- LA WILSON constructions, w/ DREW GEORLITZ,
BRUCE GAGNIER, GILLIAN JAGGER, MARGRIT LEWCZUK, CRAIG OLSON
and LIV AANRUD, (see art highlights).
	Sa 9/17- Opening Reception 6-8 PM
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HUDSON—Limner Gallery, 123 Warren Street, www.limnergallery.com
518.828.2343
9/3 through 10/8- SURREAL VISIONS group show
	Sa 9/10- Artists’ Reception 5-7 PM
HUDSON—Thaddeus Kwiat Gallery, 437 Warren Street, www.posiekviat.com
518.653.5407
HUDSON—The Orange House, 416 Columbia Street, 518.822.8448
HUDSON—Time and Space Limited, 434 Columbia St.,
www.timeandspacelimited.org, 518.822.8448
KATONAH—The Katonah Museum of Art, 134 Jay St., 914.232.9555,
www.katonahmuseum.org
KINGSTON—A.I.R. Studio Gallery, 71 O’Neil Street, www.airstudiogallery.com
845.331.2662, We-Sa 9 AM-1 PM
KINGSTON—Agustsson Gallery, 176 Broadway, 845.331.1388, Tu-Su 10-6 PM
KINGSTON—Arts Society Of Kingston (ASK), 97 Broadway, www.askforarts.org
845.338.0331
	Ongoing- ASK GOES TO THE MALL exhibit at the hudson valley mall
9/3 through 9/24- THE WAY I SEE IT paintings by THOMAS CRAMER;
	THE RISE OF THE FALL members exhibit
	Sa 9/3- Opening Reception 5-8 PM
KINGSTON—Backstage Studio Productions (BSP), 323 Wall St.,
www.bspinfo.net, 845.338.8700
KINGSTON—Battledore Limited (Art Gallery Devoted To Presenting The Art Of
Maurice Sendak), 600 Broadway, 845.339.4889
KINGSTON—Cellar Studio And Gallerie, 69 Esopus Avenue, 845.331.6147
KINGSTON—Cornell St. Studios, 168 Cornell Street, 845.331.0191
KINGSTON—Donskoj & Company, 93 Broadway, www.donskoj.com
845.388.8473, Th-Sa11-5 PM
KINGSTON—Duck Pond Gallery (At Esopus Library), 128 Canal Street, Port Ewan
www.esopuslibrary.org, 845.338.5580, Mo, Tu, Th 10 AM-5:30 PM
We 10-8 PM, Fr 10-7 PM, Sa 10-4 PM
KINGSTON—FHK (Friends Of Historic Kingston Gallery), corner of
Main/Wall Street, www.fohk.org, 845.339.0720, Sa & Su 1-4 PM
or by appointment
	Through 10/30- ANTON OTTO FISCHER (1882-1962) paintings
KINGSTON—Gallery At R&F Handmade Paints, 84 Ten Broeck Ave.,
www.rfpaints.com, 1.800.206.8088
KINGSTON—Keegan Ales, 20 St James Street, www.keeganales.com,
845.331.2739
KINGSTON—Hudson Valley LGBTQ Community Center, 300 Wall St.
www.lgbtqcenter.org, 845.331.530
KINGSTON—Kingston Museum Of Contemporary Art, 103 Abeel St.
www.kmoca.org
9/3 through 9/23- VISCREAL with ALICIA MIKLES, SIGRID SARDA
and DEBORAH ZLOTSKY
KINGSTON—Little Shop of Horses, 37 North Front St, 2nd Floor, 845.340.0501
KINGSTON—Michael Lalicki Studio, 18 Hone St. 845.339.4280
KINGSTON—One Mile Gallery, 475 Abeel St., www.onemilegallery.com,
845.338.2035
KINGSTON—The Fire House Studio, 35 Dunn Street
www.thefirehousestudio.com, 845.331.6469
KINGSTON—The Storefront Gallery, 93 Broadway, www.thestorefrontgallery.com
KINGSTON—Ulster Savings Bank, 280 Wall St., www.ulstersavings.com,
845.338.6060
KINGSTON—Wiltwyck Golf Club, www.fallforart.org, 845.338.8131
	Th 9/8- the jewish federation of ulster county presents FALL FOR ART
art show, sale, and reception benefitting
	THE ROSENDALE THEATRE COLLECTIVE 6-9 PM
MIDDLETOWN—SUNY Orange, Harriman Hall, 115 South Street
www.sunyorange.edu, 845.341.4891
	Through 9/15- MENDING WALL
	Through 9/15- WATERCOLORS OF TIMES TO REMEMBER
MILLBROOK—Millbrook Gallery and Antiques, 3297 Franklin Ave
www.millbrookgalleryandantiques.com, 914.769.5814
MOUNT TREMPER—Mount Tremper Arts, 647 South Plank Rd.,
www.mounttremperarts.org, 845.688.9893
MOUNTAINVILLE—Storm King Art Center, Old Pleasant Hill Rd.,
www.stormking.org, 845.534.3115
	Ongoing- 5+5: NEW PERSPECTIVES onsite sculpture exhibit;
	THE VIEW FROM HERE: STORM KING AT FIFTY museum exhibit
NEWBURGH—Ann Street Gallery, 104 Ann Street, www.annstreetgallery.org
845.562.6940 Th-Sa 11 AM- 5 PM
NEWBURGH—Pop-Up Gallery, 9 Chambers St., 845.304.3142
	Ongoing- works by STEPHANIE BURSESE, ROBERT BRUSH, JOHN DELK,
	DAVID FREUND and BARBARA SMITH GIOIA
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NEWBURGH—The Karpeles Manuscript Library Museum
94 Broadway, 845.569.4997 www.karpeles.com
9/1 through 12/18- DETECTIVES
NEW PALTZ—Center for Symbolic Studies, 310 River Rd. Ext.,
www.symbolicstudies.org, 845.658.8540
NEW PLATZ—LaBella Bistro, 194 Main St., www.labellpizzabistro.com,
845.255.2633
NEW PALTZ—Mark Gruber Gallery, New Paltz Plaza, www.markgrubergallery.com
845.255.1901
	Through 9/6- A SUMMER PLACE group show
NEW PALTZ—Samuel Dorksy Museum Of Art At Suny New Paltz, 1 Hawk Dr.
www.newpaltz.edu/museum, 845.257.3844
(Museum closed 9/28 through 10/2)
Every Su- FREE GALLERY TOUR of binary visions
	Through 10/23- THICK AND THIN: KEN LANDAUER
and JULIANNE SWARTZ
	Through 11/13- HUDSON VALLEY ARTISTS 2011:
EXCERCISES IN UNNECESSARY BEAUTY
	Through 12/11- LINKING COLLECTIONS, BUILDING CONNECTIONS
	Sa 9/17- Opening Reception 5-7 PM
	Su 9/4- FIRST SUNDAY FREE TOUR 2 PM
	Sa 9/24- gallery talk: DAVE HEBB, CHARIS ISIS and TANYA MARCUSE on
	HUDSON VALLEY ARTISTS 2011
NEW PALTZ—Slash Root Café, 60 Main St., www.facebook.com/slashrootcafe,
845.633.8330
NEW PALTZ—Unframed Artists Gallery, 173 Huguenot Street
www.unframedartistsgallery.com, 845.255.5482
NEW PALTZ—Unison Arts, Unison Theater, 68 Mountain Rest Road
www.unisonarts.org, 845.255.1559
Every Th- LIFE DRAWING SESSIONS 7:30 PM
	Ongoing- OUTDOOR SCULPTURE EXHIBITION
9/9 through 9/27- AMERICAN EARTH by JOHN BRIDGES
	Fr 9/9- Opening Reception 5-7 PM
NEW PALTZ—Unison Gallery at Water St. Market, www.unisonarts.org,
845.255.1559
NEW PALTZ—Water Street Market, 10 Main Street, www.waterstreetmarket.com
845.255.1403
	Sa 9/17- EAT, DRINK AND BE ARTY 3-8 PM
NEW WINDSOR—Wallkill River Gallery (Works Of John Creagh And Pat Morgan)
www.wallkillriverschool.com, 845.689.0613, Mo-Fr 9:30 AM- 6:30 PM
Sa 10 AM- 5 PM
Through 9/30- DRAWN TO PAINT w/ ROBERT OLIVER and GEORGE HAYES;
emerging artist GLORIA DETORE-MACKIE
	Sa 9/3- Opening Reception 5-7 PM
PAWLING—Gallery On The Green, 3 Memorial Avenue, www.gotgpawling.com
845.855.3900
PEEKSKILL—Bean Runner Café, 201 S. Division Street, www.beanrunnercafe.com
914.737.1701
PEEKSKILL—Flat Iron Gallery Inc., 105 So Division Street, flatiron.qpg.com
914.734.1894
PEEKSKILL—Paramount Center For The Arts, Upper Art Gallery, 1008 Brown Street
www.paramountcenter.org, 914.739.2333
PEEKSKILL—The Hat Factory, Yamet Arts, Inc., 1000 N. Division Street Suite 4
www.yametonarts.com, 914-737-1646
PEEKSKILL—Hudson Valley Center For Contemporary Art, 1701 Main Street
www.hvcca.com, 914.788.0100
	Ongoing- IN.FLEC.TION
	Ongoing- MOUNT MASLOW by FOLKERT DE JONG
	Ongoing- LAUNDRETTE by THOMAS HIRSCHHORN
9/18 through 7/22- CIRCA 1986 artwork by forty-seven international artists
PHOENICIA—Arts Upstairs, 60 Main Street, 2nd Floor, www.artsupstairs.com
845.688.2142
PHOENICIA—Cabane Studios Fine Art Gallery and Photography Studio,
38 Main Street, cabanestudios.wordpress.com
PINE PLAINS—The Chisholm Gallery, 3 Factory Lane, www.chisholmgallery.com
518.398.1246
POUGHKEEPSIE—Arlington Art Gallery, 32 Raymond Avenue
www.arlingtonartgallery.com, 845.702.6280
POUGHKEEPSIE—Barrett Art Center/clayworks/gallery, 485 Main Street
www.barrettartcenter.org, 845.471.2550
POUGHKEEPSIE—Café Bocca, 14 Mt. Carmel Place
www.cafebocca.net, 845.483.7300
	Ongoing- LIQUID EARTH by CRAIG PEYTON
	Ongoing- JOEL WEISBROD photography
POUGHKEEPSIE—Cunneen-Hackett Arts Center, 9 Vassar St.,
www.cunneen-hackett.org, 845.486.4571
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POUGHKEEPSIE—Dutchess Community College, Mildred Washington Art Gallery
53 Pendell Road, www.sunydutchess.edu, 845.431.8916, Mo- Th: 10 AM- 9
PM, Fr: 10 AM- 5 PM
POUGHKEEPSIE—Gallery 45, 45 Pershing Ave., www.millstreetloft.org,
845.471.7477
POUGHKEEPSIE—The Frances Lehman Loeb Art Center At Vassar
124 Raymond Avenue, fllac.vassar.edu, 845.437.7745
	Through 9/4- A TASTE FOR THE MODERN: GIFTS FROM
BLANCHETTE HOOKER ROCKEFELLER, EDNA BRYNER SCHWAB
and VIRGINIA HERRICK DEKNATEL
9/16 through 12/11- A PIONEERING COLLECTION master drawings from the
crocker art museum

POUGHKEEPSIE—Locust Grove, 2683 South Rd, www.lgny.org, 845.454.4500
POUGHKEEPSIE—Marist College Art Gallery, 3399 North Road
www.marist.edu/commarts/art/gallery, 845.575.3000, Ext. 2308
POUGHKEEPSIE—Mill Street Loft, 45 Pershing Ave., www.millstreetloft.org
845.471.7477
POUGHKEEPSIE—Palmer Gallery At Vassar College, 124 Raymond Ave.
palmergallery.vassar.edu, 845.437.5370
9/30 through 12/15- FROM THE ARCHIVE: DISCOVERING
ELIZABETH BISHOP
PORT EWEN—Duck Pond Gallery (at esopus library), 128 Canal St.,
www.esopuslibrary.org, 845.338.5580
RED HOOK—Betsy Jacaruso Studio & Gallery, 54 Elizabeth St.,
www.betsyjacarusostudio.com, 845.758.9244
RED HOOK—Taste Budd’s Café 40 W Market St. www.tastebudds.com
845.758.6500
	Through September- ADRES SAN MILLAN
RED HOOK—The Arts Center of the Greater Hudson Valley
7392 S Broadway (Route 9), 845.758.8708
RHINEBECK—Albert Shahinian Fine Art - Upstairs Galleries, 22 East Market Street
Suite 301, 845.876.7578
	Through 9/18- FULLNESS OF TIME solo show by CHRISTINE SCHEELE;
	THE ANNUAL SUMMER SALON group show
RHINEBECK—Gallery Lodoe, 6400 Montgomery Street, www.gallerylodoe.com
845.876.6331. Open 11-6 PM, except Tu
RHINEBECK—Hammertown Rhinebeck, 6420 Montgomery St,
www.hammertown.com, 845.876.1450
RHINEBECK—Montgomery Row, 6423 Montgomery St.,
www.montgomeryrow.com, 845.943.0373
RHINEBECK—Hudson Valley Pottery and Moring Studio and Gallery,
18 Garden St., Rhinebeck, www.hudsonvalleypottery.com, 845.876.3190
ROSENDALE—Enlighten Studio, 430 Main St., www.enlighten-studio.com,
845.380.7045
ROSENDALE—Lifebridge Sanctuary, 333 Mountain Rd., www.lifebridge.org,
845.338.6418
ROSENDALE—Lovebird Studios, 430c Main St., 845.594.4505
	Through September- THE GARDEN OF EDEN AND AFTER
by MICHAEL X ROSE
	Sa 9/3- Opening Reception 6-9 PM
ROSENDALE—Roos Arts, 449 Main Street, www.roosarts.com, 718.755.4726
	Through 9/17- NANCY MURPHY SPICER solo exhibition
ROSENDALE—Rosendale Theatre, 330 Main St., www.rosendaletheatre.org,
845.658.8989
ROSENDALE—The Rosendale Café, 434 Main Street, www.rosendalecafe.com
845.658.9048
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ROSENDALE—Women’s Studio Workshop, 722 Binnewater Lane
www.wsworkshop.org, 845.658.9133
SAUGERTIES—Café Mezzaluna Bistro Latino And Gallery,626 Route 212,
845.246.5306
SAUGERTIES—Catskill Gallery, 106 Partition Street, 845.246.5554
SAUGERTIES—Clove Church Studio & Gallery, 209 Fishcreek Rd., 845.246.7504
open noon- 4 PM
SAUGERTIES—Dutch Ale House, 253 Main St., www.dutchalehouse.com,
845.247.2337
SAUGERTIES—Half Moon Studio,18 Market Street, 845.246.9114
SAUGERTIES—Inquiring Minds, 65 Partition St., 845.246.5775
SAUGERTIES—Loveland Museum/Justin Love Painting Gallery And Studio
4 Churchland Road, www.justinlove.com, 845.246.5520
SAUGERTIES—Muddy Cup/inquiring Mind Coffeehouse & Bookstore, 65 Partition St.,
845.246.5775
SAUGERTIES—Opus 40, 50 Fite Rd., www.opus40.org,
www.saugertiesarttour.com, 845.246.3400
SAUGERTIES—The Doghouse Gallery, 429 Phillips Rd., 845.246.0402
STONE RIDGE—Center for Creative Education, 3588 Main Street,
www.cce-kingston.org, 845.687.8890
STONE RIDGE—The Drawing Room, 3743 Main St.,
www.thedrawingroomonline.com, 845.687.4466
STONE RIDGE—Pearl Arts Gallery, 3572 Main Street, www.pearlartsgallery.com
845.687.0888
STONE RIDGE—SUNY Ulster, Muroff Kotler Gallery, Cottekill Road
www.sunyulster.edu, 845.687.5113
9/2 through 9/30- JUST FRIENDS drawings by NORA CRAIN
and paintings by RICHARD CARRAZZINI
	Fr 9/2- Opening Reception 5-7 PM
TIVOLI—Tivoli Artists Co-op And Gallery, 60 Broadway
www.tivoliartistsco-op.com, 845.757.2667, Fr 5-9, Sa 1-9, Su 1-5
	Through 9/11- DISASTER RELIEF two person show w/ MARK BENNETT
and JENNIFER HARRIS
9/16 through 10/9- NEVER THE SAME paintings and prints by MARIE COLE
	Sa 9/17- Artist’s Reception 6-8 PM
WASSAIC—The Wassaic Project, The Maxon Mills, 37 Furnace Bank Rd., and
The Luther Barn, 15 Furnace Bank Rd., www.wassaicproject.org
WEST HURLEY—Soho West Gallery, Route 28 at Wall Street, 845.679.9944
WOODSTOCK—Byrdcliffle Art Colony/Theater, 3 Upper Byrdcliffe Way,
www.woodstockguild.org, 845.679.2079
WOODSTOCK—Center For Photography At Woodstock, 59 Tinker Street
www.cpw.org, 845.679.9957
WOODSTOCK—East Village Collective, 8 Old Forge Road, 845.679.2174
WOODSTOCK—Elena Zang Gallery, 3671 Route 212, www.elenazang.com
845.679.5432
WOODSTOCK—Fletcher Gallery, 40 Mill Hill Road, www.fletchergallery.com
845.679.4411, Th-Su 12-6 PM
WOODSTOCK—Forster Gallery And Studio, 72 Rock City Road
www.forsterstudio.com, 845.679.0676
WOODSTOCK—Galerie Bmg /contemporary Photography
12 Tannery Brook Road, www.galeriebmg.com, 845.679.0027
(Open by appointment only through 4/8)
	Through 9/26- CONTINUUM by LYNN BIANCHI
9/30 through 11/7- FLYING BLIND by KAMIL VOJNAR
WOODSTOCK—Hawthorn Gallery, 34 Elwyn Lane, 845.679.2711
WOODSTOCK—James Cox Gallery At Woodstock, 4666 Route 212
www.jamescoxgallery.com, 845.679.7608
WOODSTOCK—Klienert/James Arts Center, 34 Tinker Street
www.woodstockguild.org, 845.679.2079, Fr-Su 12-5 PM
	Through 9/4- THE MEDIUM AND THE MESSAGE
9/9 through 10/16- ECCENTRIC PORTRAITS
	Sa 9/10- Opening Reception 4-6 PM
	Through 11/6- QUICK, DOWN & DIRTY outdoor scvulpture exhibition
WOODSTOCK—Lily Ente Studio,153 Tinker Street, 845.679.6064, 212.924.0784
WOODSTOCK—Lotus Fine Art, 33 Rock City Rd, www.lotuswoodstock.com,
845.679.2303
WOODSTOCK—Oriole9, 17 Tinker St., 845.679.5763
9/10 through 10/10- photography by CATHERINE SEBASTIAN
WOODSTOCK—Sweetheart Gallery, 8 Tannery Brook Road
www.sweetheartgallery.com, 845.679.2622
WOODSTOCK—Thaddeus Kwiat Projects, 1536 Rte 212, 917.456.7496
	Through 9/25- ANTHONY KRAUSS wall sculptures and photo sculptures
WOODSTOCK—The Bearsville Theater, 291 Tinker Street (Route 212)
www.bearsvilletheater.com, 845.679.4406
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WOODSTOCK—The Colony Café, 22 Rock City Road, www.colonycafe.com
845.679.5342
WOODSTOCK—Varga Gallery, 130 Tinker Street,
www.vargagallery.com, 845.679.4005
WOODSTOCK—Willow Art Gallery, 99 Tinker Street,
845.679.5319, Th-Mo 12:30-6 PM
WOODSTOCK—Woodstock Artists Association & Museum, 28 Tinker Street
www.woodstockart.org, 845.679.2940
	Through 10/9- CATS AND CARICATURES by PEGGY BACON,
curated by TOM WOLF
	Su 9/4- 9th ANNUAL WOODSTOCK FINE ART AUCTION 1 PM
	Sa 9/24- GALLERY TALK w/ ALEX NEMEROV 4 PM
WOODSTOCK—Woodstock School Of Art, 2470 Rte. 212
www.woodstockschoolofart.org, 845.679.238818
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ANNANDALE-ON-HUDSON—Richard B. Fisher Center - Bard College, Route 9G,
fishercenter.bard.edu, 845.758.7950, Box Office: 845.758.7900
	Su 9/18- conservatory sunday: SO PERCUSSION 3 PM
BEACON—Chill Wine Bar, 173 Main St., 845.765.0885
BEACON—Howland Cultural Center, 477 Main Street,
www.howlandculturalcenter.org, 845.832.4988
	Sa 9/11- HOWLAND CHAMBER MUSIC 4-6 PM
	Fr 9/16- OPEN MIC 8-11 PM
	Sa 9/17- AVIVA & DAN 7:30 AM-10 PM
	Sa 9/24- GOSPEL CAFE
	Su 9/25- sunday afternoon jazz: KAZZRIE JAXEN QUARTET 3 PM
	Fr 9/30- MUZETTE 8 AM-10:30 PM
BEACON—Long Dock Park, Beacon Waterfront, www.local845.com
Every Th- RHYTHM ON THE RIVERFRONT concert series 5:30 PM
BEACON—The Piggy Bank, 448 Main Street, www.local845.com, 845.838.0028
	Sa 9/17- IN THE PINES: TRACY BONHAM and KAISER CARTEL
BEACON—University Settlement Camp Theater, 724 Wolcott Ave.,
www.local845.com, 845.838.0028
BETHEL—Bethel Woods Center For The Arts, 200 Hurd Road and Route 17B,
(at the site of the original 1969 Woodstock Festival)
www.bethelwoodscenter.org, 845.454.3388
	Sa 9/3- ELTON JOHN all hits all night live 8 PM
	Fr 9/23- DAVID BROMBERG w/ ANGEL BAND 8 PM
	Su 9/25- EXPLORE THE ARTS local art, music, theatre and dance 11 AM
	Fr 9/30- JOHN HAMMOND 8 PM
CHATHAM—PS/21, 2980 Route 66, www.ps21chatham.org, 518.392.6121
Every Fr- SWING DANCE 7:30 PM
CORNWALL-ON-HUDSON—2 Alices Coffee Lounge, 311 Hudson St.,
www.2alicescoffee.com
ELLENVILLE—Aroma Thyme Bistro, 165 Canal Street,
www.aromathymebistro.com, 845.647.3000
All shows 8:30-11:30 PM unless otherwised noted
Every Th- JOHN SIMON and the GREATER ELLENVILLE JAZZ TRIO 7-10 PM
Every 1st Fr- OPEN MIC NIGHT 10 PM
Sa 9/3- BRYAN GORDON
	Sa 9/10- KIETH NEWMAN
	Sa 9/24- CLEOMA’S GHOST
FISHKILL—The Keltic House, 1004 Main Street, www.thekeltichouse.com,
845.896.1110
Every Tu- ACOUSTIC TUESDAYS 8:30 PM
Every We- LINE DANCING 8:30 PM
GARRISON—Philipstown Depot Theatre, Garrison's Landing,
www.philipstowndepottheatre.org, 845.424.3900
GREAT BARRINGTON, MA—The Mahaiwe Theater, 14 Castle Street,
www.mahaiwe.org, 415.528.0100
	Fr 9/9- THEY MIGHT BE GIANTS 8 PM
HIGH FALLS—High Falls Café, Route 213 and Mohonk Road,
www.highfallscafe.com, 845.687.2699
Every Th- ACOUSTIC THURSDAYS w/ KURT HENRY 6 PM
	Fr 9/2- JUDE ROBERTS 8 PM
	Tu 9/6- BLUES DANCE w/ BIG JOE FITZ 7 PM
	Sa 9/17- THE KURT HENRY BAND 9 PM
	Tu 9/20- BLUES & DANCE PARTY w/ BIG JOE FITZ 7 PM
	Sa 9/24- ROSS RICE'S VERY SEXY TRIO 9 PM
Su 9/25- JAZZ AT THE FALLS 12 PM
HIGHLAND—Boughton Place Theater, 150 Kisor Rd., www.boughtonplace.org,
845.691.7578
HIGHMOUNT—Belleayre Mt. Sky Resort, 181 Galli Curci Rd.,
www.belleayremusic.org,
845.254.5600 ext. 1344
	Through 9/3- BELA FLECK AND THE ORIGINAL FLECKTONES 7 PM
HUDSON—Club Helsinki Hudson, 405 Columbia St., www.helsinkihudson.com,
518.828.4800
Every Tu- OPEN MIC w/ EVAN RANDALL and STEPHEN BLUM 8-11 PM
Every Th- ATOMIC BALLROOM dancing w/ DJ JACK D’EVENTREUR 9 PM
Mo 9/5- YASSOU BENEDICT 8 PM
	Fr 9/9- JOY KILLS SORROW 9 PM
Mo 9/12- JON & DYLAN, REGISTERED FUNK OFFENDERS 8 PM
Mo 9/19- JORDAN WELLER 8 PM
	Fr 9/23- OLLABELLE 9 PM (see music highlights)
Mo 9/26- HOMEMADE ROCKETS 8 PM
	Fr 9/30- KRIS DELMHORST and JEFFREY FOUCAULT 9 PM
HUDSON— Columbia Greene Community College, 4400 Route 23,
www.sunycgcc.edu, 518.828.4181
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HUDSON—Henry Hudson Riverfront Park, Front St.
HUDSON—Hudson Opera House, 327 Warren Street,
www.hudsonoperahouse.org, 518.822.1438
HUDSON—Time and Space Limited, 434 Columbia St.,
www.timeandspacelimited.org, 518.822.8448
HUDSON—Spotty Dog Books & Ale, 440 Warren Street, www.thespottydog.com,
518.671.6006
HURLEY—Hurley Reformed Church, Main St., www.hudsonvalleydance.org,
845.452.2483
HYDE PARK—Hyde Park Brewing Company, 4076 Albany Post Road,
www.hydeparkbrewing.com, 845.229.8277
Every We- OPEN MIC Blues Jam 8:30 PM
	Fr 9/2 MARIA HICKEY BAND
	Sa 9/3- STEVE BLACK
	Fr 9/9- HARVEST BAND
	Sa 9/10- MARILYN MILLER
	Fr 9/16- GREYHOUNDS
	Sa 9/17- REALITY CHECK
	Fr 9/23- 4 GUYS IN DISGUISE
	Sa 9/24- STEVE LACKEY
	Fr 9/30- CHIMPS IN TUXEDOS
HYDE PARK—Hyde Park United Methodist Church, Rte. 9 and Church St.,
www.hudsonvalleyfolkguild.org, 845.758.2681
KINGSTON—A.I.R. Studio Gallery, 71 O’Neil Street, www.airstudiogallery.com,
845.331.2662
Every 2nd Sa- ACOUSTIC ARTISTS COALITION & ART PARTY 8-11 PM
KINGSTON—Arts Society Of Kingston (ASK), 97 Broadway, www.askforarts.org
845.338.0331
KINGSTON—Backstage Studio Productions (BSP), 323 Wall St.,
www.bspinfo.net, 845.338.8700
	Fr 9/2- DJ DANCE CONCERT w/ VAMP, STERLING, DUCHESS OF FUNK,
	SWANK and INVOLUTION 10 PM
KINGSTON—Bridgewater Irish Pub, 50 Abeel St., bridgewateririshpub.com,
845.264.2700
Every Th- OPEN MIC NIGHT w/ FLASH BAND 8 PM
KINGSTON—Holiday Inn Conference Center, 503 Washington Ave.,
www.woodstocktradeshow.com
KINGSTON—Keegan Ales, 20 St James Street, www.keeganales.com,
845.331.2739
KINGSTON—Kingston Shirt Factory, 77 Cornell St.
KINGSTON—Skytop Brewing Company And Steakhouse, 237 Forest Hill Drive,
www.skytop.moonfruit.com, 845.340.4277
All shows 9 PM unless otherwise noted.
Every 1st Sa- THE UPSTART BLUES ALLSTARS 9 PM
Every Tu- STUMP TRIVIA! 8 PM
KINGSTON—Snapper Magees, 59 North Front Street
www.myspace.com/snappermageeslivemusic, 845.339.3888
All shows start at 10 PM and are 21+
KINGSTON—Stockade Tavern, 313 Fair St., 845.514.2649
KINGSTON—The Basement, 744 Broadway, www.basementvenue.com,
845.340.0744
Every Mo- METAL MONDAYS 9 PM
Every We- OPEN MIC NIGHT 8 PM
	Sa 9/3- WEERD SCIENCE 8 PM
	Su 9/4- HILLBILLY HODOWN w/ FILTHY SLIM and YARDSALE 9 PM
	Sa 9/17- LUCKY TUBB, 4 GUN RIDGE and more 9 PM
	Tu 9/27- DRAG THE RIVER & LENNY LASHLEY 8 PM
KINGSTON—Ulster Performing Arts Center, 601 Broadway, www.upac.org,
845.473.5288
KINGSTON—Wallspace, 323 Wall St., www.323wallstreet.com, 845.338.8700
KINGSTON—White Eagle Hall, 487 Delaware Ave, www.hudsonvalleydance.org,
845.452.2483
Every 3rd Su- WEST COAST SWING WORKSHOP AND DANCE 7 PM
	Fr 9/11- ZYDECO DANCE w/ PLANET ZYDECO 8 PM
KRUMVILLE—Country Inn, 1380 County Rd. 2, www.krumville.com, 845.657.8956
Every We- LIVE MUSIC w/ TRIPLE PLAY 7 PM
MARLBORO—The Falcon, 1348 Rte. 9W, www.liveatthefalcon.com, 845.236.7970
	Fr 9/2- GARLAND JEFFREYS DUO 7 PM
	Sa 9/3- JONATHAN KREISBERG QUARTET w/ MARK & GLENN
	ZALESKI 7 PM
	Su 9/4- OPEN MIC to BOB DYLAN tunes hosted by
KYLE MILLER 10 AM-2 PM
	Su 9/4- CYCLOPS: A ROCK OPERA 7 PM
	We 9/7- IAN AXEL, BESS ROGERS and ALLIE MOSS 7 PM
	Th 9/8- PETE LEVIN GROUP 7 PM
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	Fr 9/9- GILAD HESKELMAN QUARTET cd release party 7 PM
	Sa 9/10- KJ DENHERT & THE NEW YORK UNIT w/ ADAM FALCON 7 PM
	Su 9/11- THE KC FOUR and more 10 AM-2 PM
	Th 9/15- TERELL STAFFORD w/ EMI MEYER 7 PM
	Sa 9/17- ALEXIS P. SUTER w/ SANDY MCKNIGHT 7 PM
	Fr 9/23- PETER PRINCE & MOON BOOT LOVER 8 PM
	Sa 9/24- GABVRIEL KAHANE 8 PM
	Fr 9/30- SPLIT BILL w/ THE HAL GALPER TRIO & HONEY EAR TRIO 7 PM
MIDDLETOWN—Corner Stage, 368 East Main Street
www.myspace.com/cornerstage, 845.342.4804
Every We- ACOUSTIC OPEN MIC NIGHT
Every Th, Fr, & Sa- OPEN BLUES JAM w/ THE MIKE QUICK TRIO 9 PM
MIDDLETOWN—Paramount Theatre, 17 South Street,
www.middletownparamount.com, 845.346.4195
MIDDLETOWN—The Mansion Series, 14 Wilcox Ave., www.friendsofmusic.net,
845.343.3049
MILLBROOK—La Puerta Azul, 2510 Route 44, www.lapuertaazul.com,
845.677.2985
Every Th- OPEN MIC NIGHT 8:30 PM
MILLBROOK—Millbrook R&B Bar, 3264 Franklin Ave, 845.677.3432
Every Mo- STORMY MONDAYS OPEN JAM w/ ALBERT CAREY
and KEN FARANDA 8:30 PM
MILLERTON—Manna Dew, 54 Main Street, 518.789.3570
Every Th- OPEN MIC NIGHT 10 PM
Every Fr- LIVE JAZZ, BLUES, AND FOLK 10 PM
MOUNT KISCO—Aaron Copland House at Merestead, 455 Byram Lake Rd,
www.coplandhouse.org, 845.788.4659
	Sa 9/17- LATE NIGHT w/ LEONARD BERNSTEIN 8 PM
	Su 9/18- THINK SMALL! music from the copland house 3 PM
MOUNT TREMPER—The Emerson Resort and Spa, 5340 Rte. 28,
www.emersonresort.com, 845.338.0889
NEWBURGH—Pamela’s On The Hudson, 1 Park Place,
www.pamelastravelingfeast.com, 845.563.4505
NEWBURGH—The Ritz Theater, 111 Broadway,
www.safeharborsofthehudson.org, 845.784.1199
NEWBURY—The Wherehouse, 119 Liberty Street,
www.thewherehouserestaurant.com, 845.561.7240
All shows 9 PM
	Sa 10/1- VOODELIC BLACK LIGHT SHOW 9 PM
NEW PALTZ—Oasis Cafe and Cabaloosa’s, 58 Main St., 212.920.1221
	Su 9/4- MADAN MOZART, VAMP, STERLING, ANTHONY MOLINA,
	DUCHESS OF FUNK, SWANK, DIRTY MARTINI, SEYMOUR GLASS,
and guest djs 9 PM
	Sa 9/17- VOODELIC 10 PM
NEW PALTZ—SUNY New Paltz, Mckenna Theatre, 1 Hawk Drive
www.newpaltz.edu/theatre, 845.257.3880
NEW PALTZ—Unison Theater, 68 Mountain Rest Road, www.unisonarts.org,
845.255.1559
	Fr 9/16- DANIEL LIPPEL 8 PM
	Sa 9/17- METROPOLITAN HOT CLUB 8 PM
	Fr 9/23- UNCOMMON GROUND 8 PM
	Sa 9/24- SAMEER GUPTA namaskar trio 8 PM
	Fr 9/30- SWEET CLEMENTINES 8 PM
NEW PALTZ—Water Street Market, 10 Main Street, www.waterstreetmarket.com
845.255.1403
All shows 7-8:30 PM
	Th 9/1- RATBOY
NEW WINDSOR—National Purple Heart Hall of Honor, 374 Temple Hill Rd.,
www.thepurpleheart.com
OLIVEBRIDGE—Ashokan Center, 477 Beaverkill Road,
www.ashokancenter.org, 845.255.1559
PAWLING—The Towne Crier, 130 Route 22, www.townecrier.com, 845.855.1300
Fr/Sa shows at 8:30 PM, Su 7:30 PM unless otherwise noted
	We and Th- Open Mic Night 7 PM
	Fr 9/2- MITCH WOODS & HIS ROCKET 88S w/ PETEY HOP 8:30 PM
	Sa 9/3- GANDALF MURPHY & THE SLAMBOVIAN
CIRCUS OF DREAMS 8:30 PM
	Su 9/4- ERAN TROY DANNER BAND 7:30 PM
	Fr 9/9- SPAMPINATO BROTHERS w/ LATINI NOWAK 8:30 PM
	Sa 9/10- JOY KILLS SORROW w/ BRETT RANDELL 8:30 PM
	We 9/14- ACOUSTIC STRAWBS 7:30 PM
	Fr 9/16- STEVE FORBERT 8:30 PM
	Sa 9/17- CHRIS O’LEARY BAND 8:30 PM
	Fr 9/23- AZTEC TWO-STEP fourtieth anniversary tour
and cd release party 8:30 PM
	Su 9/25- MARIA MULDAUR & HER RED HOT BLUSIANA BAND 7:30 PM
	Fr 9/30- NENAD BACH BAND w/ MARCI GELLER 8:30 PM
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PEEKSKILL—12 Grapes Music & Wine Bar, 12 North Division Street,
www.12grapes.com, 914.737.6624
	Fr 9/2- ERIC HAUGHT, MISHTI ROY, RICH KELLY, CHRIS BURKE
and ANTHONY CANDULLO 9:30 PM
	Sa 9/3- SHADETREE MECHANICS 9:30 PM
	We 9/7- FAMILY FUN NIGHT w/ KIDS’ OPEN MIC 7 PM
	Th 9/8- OPEN MIC NIGHT 8:30 PM
	Fr 9/9- PETEY HOP & THE JACKRABBITS 9:30 PM
	Sa 9/10- BACK TO THE GARDEN 1969 9:30 PM
	Sa 9/17- RESERVOIR POGS 9:30 PM
	Sa 9/24- STEVE WEXLER & THE TOP SHELF 9:30 PM
PEEKSKILL—BeanRunner Café, 201 S. Division Street, www.beanrunnercafe.com,
914.737.1701
Every 2nd & 4th We- LATIN JAZZ w/ SKIN AGAINST METAL 7 PM
	Sa 9/3- THE ANDY POLAY QUARTET 7:30 PM
	Fr 9/9- MARY CRESCENZO TRIO 7:30 PM
	Sa 9/10- PETER CALO w/ ROB MORSBERGER, PETER DONOVAN
and CHRIS MARSHAK 7:30 PM
Mo 9/12- JAMES DURST WELCOMES w/ HUE MANATEE’S QUEST 7 PM
	Fr 9/16- FRED SMITH JAZZ ENSEMBLE 7:30 PM
	Sa 9/17- TONY PASTRANA & NY LATIN JAZZ 7:30 PM
	Fr 9/23- STEVE CHIZMADIA 7:30 PM
	Sa 9/24- MIDNIGHT SLIM & THE STRANGERS 7:30 PM
	Fr 9/30- JAMAIKIT FUNKY 7:30 PM
PEEKSKILL—The Division Street Grill, 26 North Division Street,
www.divisionstreetgrill.com, 914.739.6380
PEEKSKILL—Paramount Center For The Arts, 1008 Brown Street,
www.paramountcenter.org, 914.739.2333
	Su 9/25- RONAN TYNAN 3 PM
	Fr 9/30- GORDON LIGHTFOOT 8 PM
PEEKSKILL—Peekskill Coffee House, 101 S. Division St., 914.739.1287
PHOENICIA—Arts Upstairs Gallery, 60 Main St., 845.688.9453
	Fr 9/2- PHONECIA PHIRST PHRIDAY w/ LYN HARDY
and BRENDAN HOGAN 7:30 PM
PHOENICIA—Empire State Railway Museum, Lower High St., 845.688.9453
	Su 9/4- TOM PACHECO 7:30 PM
	Su 9/18- ROBBY HECHT 7:30 PM
PHOENICIA—Parish Park, www.phoeniciavoicefest.com, 845.586.3588
PORT EWEN— Reformed Church of Port Ewen, 160 Salem St.,
www.hudsonvalleydance.org, 845.452.2483
Every Su- WEST COAST SWING WORKSHOP AND DANCE
Workshop at 5:30 PM, Dance at 7 PM
POUGHKEEPSIE—Arlington Reformed Church, Rt. 44/55 and Main St.,
www.hudsonvalleydance.org, 845.452.2483
Every 1st Su- SWING DANCE to recorded music 8 PM
POUGHKEEPSIE—Bull and Buddha, 319 main st., www.bullandbuddha.com,
845.337.4848
Every Sa- PIANO BAR at orient ultra lounge 7-9 PM
Every Tu/Th- LIVE MUSIC SERIES Tu 6 PM, Th 9 PM
	Th 9/1- MOJO MYLES MANCUSO
	Tu 9/6- GREG MELNICK
	Th 9/8- LARA HOPE & THE CHAMPTONES
	Tu 9/13- DALE FISHER
	Th 9/15- WE MUST BE
	Tu 9/20- MARK AND ADAM
	Th 9/22- ERIN HOBSON COMPACT
	Tu 9/27- PERRY BEEKMAN
POUGHKEEPSIE—Ciboney Cafe, 189 Church St., 845.486.4690
POUGHKEEPSIE—Cunneen-Hackett Arts Center, 9 Vassar St.,
www.cunneen-hackett.org, 845.486.4571
POUGHKEEPSIE—Cafe Bocca, 14 Mt Carmel Pl., www.cafebocca.net,
845.483.7300
	Sa 9/10- USMAN AHMED 7-9 PM
POUGHKEEPSIE—Dutchess Community College, 53 Pendell Rd., 845.431.8916
POUGHKEEPSIE—Juniors Lounge, 504 Salt Point Turnpike, 845.452.6963,
www.juniorsloungesaltpoint.com
POUGHKEEPSIE—Platinum Lounge, 367 Main Street, www.thechancetheater.com
POUGHKEEPSIE—Poughkeepsie Waterfront, www.cafebocca.com, 845.483.7300
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POUGHKEEPSIE—Skinner Hall Of Music, Vassar College, 124 Raymond Avenue,
music.vassar.edu, 845.437.7319
	Su 9/18- MUSIC FACULTY RECITAL w/ TODD CROW piano
	Sa 9/24- MUSIC FACULTY RECITAL: THE SWEET SORROW musicke for harps
and voices heralding from the celtic isles 8 PM
	Su 9/25- MUSIC FACULTY RECITAL w/ BLANCA URIBE piano, and
	RICHARD WILSON piano 3 PM
	Fr 9/30- MUSIC FACULTY GUEST RECITAL w/ ARNAUD SUSSMAN
and LILY FRANCIS violins, ROGER TAPPING viola,
and SOPHIE SHAO cello 8 PM
POUGHKEEPSIE—The Chance, 6 Crannell St. www.thechancetheater.com
845.486.0223
	Sa 9/3- WRATHCHILD (iron maiden tribute) w/
MINDCRIME (queensryche tribute) 8 PM
	Fr 9/9- HINDENBERG (led zepplin tribute) w/ SUNDOWN
and KARMA DOGS 8 PM
	Sa 9/17- POUND, NO JUSTICE, BIG GUNS, ROCK ALLEY, TALON
and DOA 7:30 PM
	Th 9/22- DIO DISCIPLES w/ LIVESAY and EARTH BOUND 7 PM
	Sa 9/24- HEADBORD JOCKEYS 7:30 PM
	Su 9/25- SILVERSTEIN & OUR LAST NIGHT w/ LIONS LIONS,
CONDITIONS, VISIONS and more 5 PM
POUGHKEEPSIE—The Loft, 6 Crannell St., www.thechancetheater.com,
845.486.0223
	Fr 9/2- POLAR BEAR CLUB w/ FIREWORKS, BALANCE & COMPOSURE
and MAKE DO AND MEND 6:30 PM
	Fr 9/9- SHAI HULUD w/ PROBLEMS and I BECAME THE HERO 6 PM
	Sa 9/10- GIRLS OF THE HUDSON VALLEY MUSIC SCENE featuring
	THE RISE WITHIN 7 PM
	Fr 9/16- THIS CONDITION w/ JP & JAYCE, JONAS SEES IN COLOR,
	THIS LOVE and ISPACEWALKSOMETIMES 6 PM
	Sa 9/17- the odd soul introduction tour: MUTEMATH 7 PM
	Fr 9/23- THE FIRE THAT WON w/ FATHER FIGURE 7 PM
	Fr 9/30- GET SCARED, DR. ACULA, MY TICKET HOME, GIRL ON FIRE,
	THESE 3 POISONS and TOWERS 6 PM
POUGHKEEPSIE—The Bardavon, 35 Market Street, www.bardavon.org
845.473.2072
RED HOOK—Community Music Space, 54 Elizabeth St. - 2f,
www.communitymusicspace.com, 845.444.0607
RED HOOK— Taste Budd’s Café 40 W Market St. www.tastebudds.com,
845.758.6500
Every Th- TWO TASTY TUNES open mic 6:30 PM
Every Sa & Su- LIVE AT TASTE BUDD’S live music 1 PM
	Sa 9/3- MATTHER HOGAN 1 PM
	Su 9/4- BETSI KRISNISKI 1 PM
	Sa 9/10- M.R. POULOPOULOS 1 PM
	Su 9/11- BILL GALANIN 1 PM
	Sa 9/17- O’HANLEIGH 1 PM
	Su 9/18- JOE TOBIN 1 PM
	Sa 9/24- RICK GOTTLIEB and KRISTIN ERRETT 1 PM
	Su 9/25- DAVE MURPHY 1 PM
RHINECLIFF—The Rhinecliff Hotel, 4 Grinnell St., www.therhinecliff.com, 		
845.876.0590
Every Tu- LOCAL MUSICIAN SHOWCASE w/ KARL ALLWEIER 9 PM
Every We- KARAOKE w/ PJ THE DJ
Every Th- SAY ANYTHING MUSIC NIGHT bring your own music
Every Sa- VINYL SPECTACULAR 9 PM
Every Su- JAZZ BRUNCH 11:30 AM
RHINEBECK—Center For The Performing Arts, Route 308,
www.centerforperformingarts.org, 845.876.3080
ROSENDALE—Market Market, 1 Madeline Lane, www.jentrip.com, 845.658.3164
	Th 9/1- FIRST THURSDAY live music showcase 9 PM
	Fr 9/2- IT’S NOT NIGHT IT’S SPACE and SETH BRANITZ 7 PM, 10 PM
	Th 9/8- RAW MILK 9 PM
	Fr 9/9- THIS AIN’T YOUR MOMMA’S KARAOKE 10 PM
	Sa 9/10- MCCARTHY TRENCHING w/ BREAKFAST IN FUR 10 PM
	Th 9/15- GOODNIGHT BROTHER 9 PM
	Fr 9/16- HUCKLEBERRY BINGE 10 PM
	Sa 9/17- TRIBUTON 10 PM
	Sa 9/24- A SLOW DEATH and LONLINESS 10 PM
	Th 9/29- OPEN MIC NIGHT 9 PM
	Fr 9/30- THE BAND IS 10 PM
ROSENDALE—Rosendale Recreational Center, 1055 Rte. 32, 845.658.8198

75 Benjamin Street | Albany, NY 12202
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ROSENDALE—Rosendale Theatre, 330 Main St., www.rosendaletheatre.org,
845.658.8989
	Sa 9/3- SOUNDS OF AFRICA w/ SANGA OF THE VALLEY 8 PM
ROSENDALE—The Rosendale Café, 434 Main St., www.rosendalecafe.com
845.658.9048
Fr 9/2- JEN METZGER and F-STOP MINISSALI dance party
campaign fundraiser 9 PM
	Fr 9/9- CONJUNTO SAZON QUARTET 9 PM
	Tu 9/13- SINGER-SONGWRITER TUESDAYS 8 PM
	Sa 8/24- HONORING THE SEA GODDESS: DAUGHTERS OF CYBELE 8 PM
SAUGERTIES—Café Mezzaluna Bistro Latino And Gallery, 626 Route 212,
845.246.5306
Every 1st & 3rd Th- OPEN MIC
SAUGERTIES—John Street Jam, 16 John Street, www.johnstjam.net, 845.943.6720
SAUGERTIES—Inquiring Mind Coffeehouse & Bookstore, 65 Partition
St., 845.246.5775 All shows 7 PM unless otherwise noted
Every Tu- AFTERNOON WITH BOB LUSK instrumental 12:30 PM
Every Tu- OPEN MIC w/ CHRISSY BUDZINSKI 7 PM
SAUGERTIES—Saugerties United Methodist Church, 59 Post St.,
www.saugertiespromusica.org, 845.246.5021
STONE RIDGE—Marbletown Multi Arts (MaMA), 3588 Rte. 209,
845.687.4143, www.cceconcerts.com
STONE RIDGE—High Meadow School Performing Arts Center,
3700 Main St. (Rte. 209), www.highmeadowschool.org, 845.687.4855
STONE RIDGE—Jack And Luna’s, 3928 Main Street, www.jackandluna.com,
845.687.9794
STONE RIDGE—SUNY Ulster - Quimby Theater, 491 Cottekill Road, 845.687.5262
TIVOLI—Kaatsbaan International Dance Center, 120 Broadway,
845.757.5106 ext.10
TIVOLI—The Black Swan, 66 Broadway, 845.757.3777
WOODSTOCK—Byrdcliffle Art Colony/Theater, 3 Upper Byrdcliffe Way,
www.woodstockguild.org, 845.679.2079
WOODSTOCK—Harmony Café at Wok ‘n’ Roll, 52 Mill Hill Rd.,
www.woknrollcafe.com, 845.679.3484
WOODSTOCK—Maverick Concert Hall, Maverick Road
www.maverickconcerts.org, 845.679.8217
	Fr 9/2- Ilya Yakushev, piano, "the Virtuoso Composer"
	Sa 9/3- Maverick Chamber Players, Bersteins Songfest
Su 9/4- DAEDALUS QUARTET w/ ANDREW GARLAND

a unique & secluded, handcrafted house
available for a vacation or weekend get-away
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www.thewoodshudsonvalleyretreat.com

or call donna @ 845.594.9247
real seclusion. real privacy. real bliss.

WOODSTOCK—Mountainview Studio, 20 Mountainview Avenue,
www.mtnviewstudio.com, 845.679.0901
WOODSTOCK—The Bearsville Theater, 291 Tinker Street (Route 212)
www.bearsvilletheater.com, 845.679.4406
Every Th- BLUEGRASS CLUBHOUSE 8 PM
Every Th- MISS ANGIE’S KARAOKE 10 PM
	Fr 9/2- STEVE EARLE 9 PM
	Sa 9/3- AN EVENING WITH BOB WEIR 9 PM
	Fr 9/9- JONNY MONSTER BAND 9 PM
	Fr 9/16- JIM WEIDER’S PROJECT PERCOLATOR 9 PM
	Sa 9/17- MAHAVISHNU PROJECT plays the complete BIRDS OF FIRE
and more 8 PM
Mo 9/26- THE BRUCE KATZ BAND 8 PM
	Fr 9/30- BEARSVILLE SESSIONS presents MOTOWN 9 PM
WOODSTOCK—The Colony Café, 22 Rock City Road, www.colonycafe.com
845.679.5342
Every Mo- SPOKEN WORD: poetry, prose, and open mic with vinyl
showcase 9:30PM
WOODSTOCK—The Kleinert/James Arts Center, 34 Tinker Street
www.woodstockguild.org, 845.679.2079
WOODSTOCK—The Village Green
	Through 9/3- CONCERTS ON THE GREEN
WOODSTOCK—Tinker St. Cinema, 132 Tinker Street
WOODSTOCK—Woodstock Artists Association & Museum, 28 Tinker Street
www.woodstockart.org, 845.679.2940
WOODSTOCK—Woodstock Community Center
WOODSTOCK—Woodstock Farm Festival, Houst Parking Lot and
Mower’s Market Field (Maple Lane), www.woodstockfarmfestival.com
Every We- FARMER’S MARKET food, children’s activities starting 3:30 PM,
music 5 PM
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ANNANDALE-ON-HUDSON—Richard B. Fisher Center, Route 9G
fishercenter.bard.edu, 845.758.7950, Box Office: 845.758.7900
	Fr/Sa/Su 9/9 through 9/11- MERCE CUNNINGHAM DANCE COMPANY
	LEGACY TOUR Fr/Sa 8 PM, Su 2 PM
ANNANDALE-ON-HUDSON—Ottaway Film Center at Bard College,
www.bard.edu, 845.758.7900
BEACON—Beacon Institute for Rivers and Estuaries, 199 Main Street
www.riversandestuaries.org, 845.838.1600
BEACON—Dia:Beacon, 3 Beekman Street, www.diabeacon.org
845.440.0100, Th-Mo 11 AM- 6 PM
BEACON—Howland Cultural Center, 477 Main Street
www.howlandculturalcenter.org, 845.832.4988
	Fr 9/2- CALLING ALL POETS 8 PM
	Sa 9/10- passing the torch through arts presents
	WORKS IN PROGRESS 6-10 PM
BEACON—Howland Public Library, 313 Main St., 845.831.1134,
howland.beacon.lib.ny.us
BETHEL—Bethel Woods Center For The Arts, 200 Hurd Road and Route 17B
(at the site of the original 1969 Woodstock Festival)
www.bethelwoodscenter.org, 845.454.3388
	Su 9/25- EXPLORE THE ARTS local art, music, theatre and dance 11 AM
CHATHAM—PS/21, 2980 Route 66, www.ps21chatham.org, 518.392.6121
	Sa/Su 9/3- 9/4- PARSONS DANCE COMPANY 7:30 PM
CHATHAM—Crandell Theatre, 46-48 Main Street, www.thechathamfilmclub.com,
518.392.3331
ELLENVILLE—Shadowland Theatre, 157 Canal Street
www.shadowlandtheatre.org, 845.647.5511
	Through 9/11- THE LADIES MAN by CHARLES MOREY
9/16 through 10/2- MEDAL OF HONOR RAG by TOME COLE
GARRISON—Boscobel House & Gardens, www.hvshakespeare.org, 845.265.9575
	Through 9/4- 25th ANNUAL HUDSON VALLEY
	SHAKESPEARE FESTIVAL
GARRISON—Philipstown Depot Theatre, Garrison's Landing
www.philipstowndepottheatre.org, 845.424.3900
GREAT BARRINGTON, MA—The Mahaiwe Theater, 14 Castle Street
www.mahaiwe.org, 415.528.0100
	Sa 9/24- fairview hospital presents the LAUGH OUT LOUD TOUR
with THE SECOND CITY 8 PM
GREENWICH VILLAGE—Community Room at Westbeth, 155 Bank St.,
www.woodstockfringe.org
HIGHLAND—Boughton Place Theater, 150 Kisor Rd., www.boughtonplace.org,
845.691.7578
HUDSON—Columbia Greene Community College, 4400 Route 23,
www.sunycgcc.edu, 518.828.4181
	Su 9/18- THE CATSKILL MOUNTAIN HOUSE AND THE WORLD AROUND
documentary film plus discussion w/ TOBE CAREY 2 PM
HUDSON—Hudson Opera House, 327 Warren Street
www.hudsonoperahouse.org, 518.822.1438
HUDSON—Space 360, 360 Warren St., www.wtdtheater.org, 1.800.838.3006.
Shows are 8 PM, Su 2 PM
HUDSON—Stageworks - The Max and Lillian Katzman Theater
41-A Cross Street, www.stageworkshudson.org, 518.822.9667
9/7 through 9/25- TENNIS IN NABLUS by ISMAIL KHALIDI
HUDSON—Time & Space Limited, 434 Columbia Street
www.timeandspace.org, 518.822.8448, check website for times
Every Fr- Youth Program Outdoor Movies, at dusk in Pocket Park
	Through 9/4- cinema: MAGIC TRIP: KEN KASEY’S SEARCH FOR
	A KOOL PLACE
	Th/Su 9/15- 9/18- ONE MAN, TWO GUVNORS 2 PM, 7 PM
KINGSTON—Arts Society of Kingston (ASK) , 97 Broadway, www.askforarts.org,
845.338.0331
Every Tu- PLAYWRIGHTS’ LAB 6:30 PM
Every We- THEATRE IMPROV WORKSHOP with TOM CAPLAN 7-9 PM
KINGSTON—Backstage Studio Productions (BSP), 323 Wall St.,
www.bspinfo.net, 845.338.8700
KINGSTON—Coach House Players, 12 Augusta Street
www.coachhouseplayers.org, 845.331.2476
KINGSTON—Ulster Performing Arts Center (UPAC), 601 Broadway,
www.upac.org, 845.339.6088
	Fr 9/30- JIM GAFFIGAN stand up comedy 8 PM
MIDDLETOWN—SUNY Orange, Harriman Hall, 115 South Street
www.sunyorange.edu, 845.341.4891
Mo/Tu 9/12- 9/13- PLAY AUDITIONS
MILLBROOK—The Cary Institute Auditorium, 2801 Sharon Turnpike,
www.caryinstitute.org, 845.677.7600
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MOUNT TREMPER—Mount Tremper Arts, 647 South Plank Rd.,
www.mounttremperarts.org, 845.688.9893
NEWBURGH—The Downing Film Center, 19 Front Street
www.downingfilmcenter.com, 845.561.3686, check website for times
Every Su- FILMS WITH FRANK 1 PM
9/1 through 9/8- cinema: SARAH’S KEY
	Su/Tu 9/4- 9/6- cinema: THE LAST MOUNTAIN 7:30 PM, 2 PM
NEWBURGH—Railroad Playhouse, 27 S. Water St., www.rrplayhouse.org,
800.838.3006
NEW PALTZ—SUNY New Paltz, Parker Theatre, 1 Hawk Drive
www.newpaltz.edu/theatre, 845.257.3880
NEW PALTZ—Unison Theater, 68 Mountain Rest Road, www.unisonarts.org,
845.255.1559
PEEKSKILL—BeanRunner Café, 201 S. Division Street, www.beanrunnercafe.com
914.737.1701
PEEKSKILL—Paramount Center For The Arts, 1008 Brown Street
www.paramountcenter.org, 914.739.2333
Sunday shows at 3 PM, all other shows at 8 PM unless otherwise noted
	Su/Sa 9/4- 9/10- THE GIRL OF GOLDEN WEST opera in cinema 3 PM
9/7 through 9/10- cinema: QUEEN TO PLAY 8 PM
9/14 through 9/16- cinema: MIDNIGHT IN PARIS 8 PM
PHOENICIA—STS Playhouse, 10 Church Street, www.stsplayhouse.com
845.688.2279
POUGHKEEPSIE—Cunneen-hackett Arts Center, 9 & 12 Vassar Street
845.486.4571
POUGHKEEPSIE—Nelly Goletti Theatre at Marist College, 3399 North Road,
www.rivervalleyrep.com, 845.575.3133
POUGHKEEPSIE—The Bardavon, 35 Market Street, www.bardavon.org
845.473.5288, Box Office: 845.473.2072
POUGHKEEPSIE—Vassar College, dance.vassar.edu, 845.437.5599
	Tu 9/2- DANCE PERFORMANCE by JANE COMFORT & COMPANY 7:30 PM
POUGHKEEPSIE—Vassar College - Taylor Hall, 124 Raymond Avenue,
www.vassar.edu, 845.437.7319
	Su 9/4- CHICAGO film screening hosted by VICE FILM LEAGUE and FWA 8 PM
	We 9/21- SNEAK PREVIEW OF GRASSROOTS followed by discussion
with film makers 5:30-8 PM
	We 9/21- ETHAN DUFAULT FILM 7:30 PM
POUGHKEEPSIE—Mid Hudson Civic Center, 14 Civic Center Plaza
www.midhudsonciviccenter.com, 845.454.5800
RHINEBECK—Center For The Performing Arts, Route 308
www.centerforperformingarts.org, 845.876.3080
	Fr 9/2- HIGHLIGHTS FROM THE FOOTLIGHTS
rhinebeck chamber fundraiser 8 PM
	Sa/Su 9/3- 9/4- HIGHLIGHTS FROM THE FOOTLIGHTS 8 PM, 3 PM
9/9 through 9/24- LEND ME A TENOR by KEN LUDWIG
9/30 through 10/9- THE GLASS MENAGERIE by TENNESSEE WILLIAMS
RHINEBECK—Cocoon Theatre, 6384 Mill Street (Route 9)
www.cocoontheatre.org, 845.876.6470
RHINEBECK—Oblong Books & Music, 6422 Montgomery St. (Route 9)
www.oblongbooks.com, 518.789.3797
RHINEBECK—Upstate Films, 6415 Montgomery Street (Route 9)
www.upstatefilms.org, 845.876.2515. Call for dates and times.
ROSENDALE—Rosendale Theatre, 330 Main St., www.rosendaletheatre.org,
845.658.8989
(Theatre is closed Tuesdays unless otherwise noted)
	Fr/Su 9/2- 9/4- cinema: BUCK
	We/Th 9/7- 9/8- cinema: CONAN O’BRIEN CAN'T STOP
	Fr/Sa 9/9- 9/10- TOO MUCH INFORMATION! 8 PM
	Su 9/11- cinema: THE TREE OF LIFE 7:15 PM
SAUGERTIES—Muddy Cup/inquiring Mind Coffeehouse & Bookstore
65 Partition St., 845.246.5775
STONE RIDGE—Marbletown Community Center, 3564 Main St.
STONE RIDGE—MAMA Arts, 3588 Main St. (Rte 209)
STONE RIDGE—SUNY Ulster - Quimby Theatre, Cottekill Road (Route 209)
www.sunyulster.edu, 845.687.5000, 800.724.0833
TIVOLI- Carpenter’s Shop Theatre, 60 Broadway, tangent-arts.org, 845.230.7020
TIVOLI—Kaatsbaan International Dance Center, 120 Broadway,
www.kaatsbaan.org, 845.757.5106
TIVOLI—Watts de Peyster Hall, 1 Tivoli Commons, Tivoli, www.tangent-arts.org,
845.230.7020
TIVOLI—The Black Swan, 66 Broadway, 845.688.9453
WAPPINGERS FALLS—County Players, 2681 West Main Street
www.countyplayers.org, 845.298.1491
9/9 through 9/24- CHAPTER TWO by NEIL SIMON
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WOODSTOCK—Byrdcliffle Art Colony/Theater, 3 Upper Byrdcliffe Way,
www.woodstockguild.org, 845.679.2079
	Fr/Sa 9/9- 9/10- THE GOOD BODY, benefit for Woodstock Family 8 PM
WOODSTOCK—Kleinert/James Arts Center, 34 Tinker St.,
www.woodstockguild.org, 845.679.2940
WOODSTOCK—Mountain View Studio, 20 Mountain View AVe.,
www.mtnviewstudio.com, 845.679.0901
WOODSTOCK—Maverick Concert Hall, Maverick Road
www.maverickconcerts.org, 845.679.8217
WOODSTOCK—The Bearsville Theater, 291 Tinker Street (Route 212)
www.bearsvilletheater.com, 845.679.4406
WOODSTOCK—The Colony Café, 22 Rock City Road, www.colonycafe.com
845.679.5342
	Sa 9/10- WOODSTOCK POETRY SOCIETY & FESTIVAL w/
poets DAVID MESSINEO and DENNIS WAYNE BRESSACK 2 PM
WOODSTOCK—Upstate Films in Woodstock, 132 Tinker St., www.upstatefilms.org,
845.679.6608
WOODSTOCK—Woodstock Playhouse, Route 212 and 375
www.woodstockplayhouse.org, 845.679.4101
WOODSTOCK—Woodstock Community Center, 56 Rock City Rd., 845.679.7420
WOODSTOCK—Woodstock Town Hall, 72 Tinker St.,
www.performingartsofwoodsock.org, 845.679.7900
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Fr 9/2- Radio Woodstock presents STEVE EARLE AND THE
DUKES (AND DUCHESSES), featuring ALLISON MOORER, at
Bearsville Theater, Bearsville/Woodstock—Most careers in music

American Roots

music

rock | jazz | cajun | gospel | r&b | cowboy

whvw/950 am

have a very specific arc, and it always goes the same way: up, then down
and out. But some by the sheer quality of material and personal gumption
manage to simply oscillate with the times—think Pete Seeger—and find
a core of die-hards who respect the stance of the unapologetic rebel,
while insisting on consistently great songwriting and fully committed
performances. Schooled to do such in Texas by legends like Guy Clark
and Townes Van Zandt, Steve Earle blew into the country music world
in the ’80s with a rocking Texas swagger, turning heads with Guitar
Town (1986), which married mandolins with Marshall stacks, honest
songs, real people, no stupid hats. Two more great records, then life got
complicated: multiple marriages, drug problems, incarceration…it’s a
well-documented decline and resurrection, with Steve kicking all habits,
and making a career-saving streak of amazing records on his own label
E-Squared, including one with bluegrass legends The Del McCoury Band
(The Mountain, 1999). Steve made the Nashville-New York migration
in the mid double-naughts, showing his Seeger appreciation with
Washington Street Serenade (2007), and love for his mentor with Townes
(2009), while moving up to Ulster County with wife Allison Moorer, an
impressive artist with eight albums and a hit with “A Soft Place to Fall”
on the soundtrack to The
Horse Whisperer (1998).
Fans of the HBO series The
Wire and Treme will have
no difficulty recognizing
Steve, who portrays varying
personalities he’s inhabited
during his lifetime with
absolute precision. Steve
is back on tour with his
electric band The Dukes,
plus Allison, working the
hits plus material from
his most recent release I’ll

Never Get Out of This World
Alive (2011), which is also
the name of his new novel
(Steve stays busy, y’all).
So if you just picked up
Steve Earle & Allison Moorer
this magazine, better get
over to the show at Bearsville quick. Bearsville Theater, 291 Tinker St.,
Bearsville/Woodstock, www.bearsvilletheater.com, 845.679.4406. 9 PM

Sa 9/17- METROPOLITAN HOT CLUB (gypsy jazz), at Unison Arts
Center, New Paltz—As a regional arts facility, the non-profit Unison

folk | big band | rockabilly | bluegrass

Arts has long been a valuable resource, providing education in the arts
and healthy lifestyles, as well as a nice intimate place to hear acoustic
music at the small theatre at Unison Arts Center, just outside of New
Paltz. The month of September has some great concerts coming up there:
classical guitarist Daniel Lippel (Fr 9/16 8 PM), Uncommon Ground (Fr
9/23 8 PM), Sameer Gupta-Namaskar Trio, and Sweet Clementines (Fr

www.whvw.com
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9/30 8 PM). But lately round here, we’ve
been on something of a gypsy jazz kick,
the swingin’ sound out of Paris in the 30s
and 40s. You know who I’m talking about:
Django Rhinehart, Stephane Grappelli.
And word has it the Metropolitan Hot
Club—their name being a nod to Django
& Stephane’s Quintette du Hot Club de
France—has the style down cold. Or, I should
say, hot. In the Django chair is guitarist Michael Boyle, who studied
with acclaimed jazz picker Frank Vignola, and is also an accomplished
luthier, having built the arch-top guitar he plays. Violinist Michael Snow
has made his career playing every style imaginable, from classical to
Indian to rock, but hasn’t been the same since hearing Grappelli the 70s.
Guitarist Aaron Lieberman, originally from the rock band God Street
Wine, covers the rhythm parts, while Martin Keith—son of bluegrass
legend Bill Keith, and a skilled luthier as well—holds down the bass
lines. If you have never experienced a well-oiled gypsy jazz quartet in
concert before, prepare to be stupefied, because there is a reason they
used the word “hot” all the time in reference to this jazz, back in the
day. Unison Arts Center, 68 Mountain Rest Rd., New Paltz,
www.unisonarts.org, 845.255.1559. 8 PM

of a published opinion, one of rock’s
finest drummers brings a band to this
stage the same day. Jerry Marotta builds
drum parts like Gaudi designs buildings.
That is: solid, inventive, always reaching
for something special. Orleans, Hall &
Oates, Indigo Girls, and Peter Gabriel—
all employers—agree, I’m sure. The top
shelf band: Tony Levin, Pete Levin, and
Jesse Gress. And the Canadian-based percussion ensemble Nexus is one
of the world’s finest, pushing the envelope of rhythmic possibilities
in all directions—member Garry Kvistad also founded Woodstock
Chimes. This go-round they’re performing an all-Steve Reich program.
Plus steelpan drums by Liam Teague, Native American Singers and
Drummers, Jonathan Singer (xylophone, Indian drumming), NYU Steel
Band, Hip Pickles (rudimental), The Valerie Naranjo Group (African),
Orlando Hernandez (tap), and the Not-So-Traditional American
Rudimental Drummers. Plus—oh, you know it—a big ass drum circle.
Drums drums drums! Cornell Park, Wurts St. in the Rondout, Kingston,
www.drumboogiefestival.com, 845.657.0499. Rain date Su 9/18. 9:30
AM-8 PM

Fr 9/23- OLLABELLE at Helsinki Hudson, Hudson—It started
as weekly jam in a New York bar, with a widely disparate group of
musicians singing gospel tunes together, seeking community in
the shadow of 9/11. Woodstock’s own Amy Helm—daughter
of Levon—was singing in a variety of blues combos, bassist
Byron Isaacs was making the rounds, while getting more into
songwriting. Canadian-born keyboardist Glenn Patscha had
been active in the New Orleans music scene, Tony Leone was
an in-demand jazz drummer, and Fiona
drums or percussion, please just
McBain—originally from Sydney,
skip this highlight. Of course, I feel
Australia—was getting attention as
deeply sorry for you, but toodle-oo.
a singer-songwriter. A demo of the
OK, everyone else, what’s happening?
fledgling band made it to producer
We have a lot in common, and a lot
T-Bone Burnett, resulting in a 2004
of it is going down on the Strand in
critically-acclaimed debut that sealed
Kingston this month. Two years ago,
the deal, and Ollabelle hasn’t looked
The Drum Boogie Festival put together
back since. Though quite different
a wide range of rhythmic individuals
in overall sound, comparisons to The
and ensembles with two goals: to
Band would not be out of whack:
raise funds for cancer research, while
both groups delve into the rich loam
showing the public the diverse styles of
of American musical traditions, with
world percussion and drumming. This
honesty and integrity, and a real
year it’s a don’t-miss lineup headlined
affection for high-quality ensemble
by none other than Jack DeJohnette
playing. Great dynamics, strong
and his Quartet, featuring fellow
l, Garry Kvistad; r, Jack De Johnette
songwriting, sensitive arrangements,
Hudson Valley resident David Sancious
and vocal harmonies for days. Presently they’re touring their brandon keyboards, along with Roberto Quintero and Yusnier Sanches.
spanking new release Neon Blue Bird, and folks who buy the CD online
DeJohnette is—in my humble—the greatest living jazz drummer, having
(at www.ollabelle.net) get four bonus tracks. And Helsinki Hudson—
performed with Charles Lloyd, Miles Davis, Keith Jarrett, Bill Evans, Sun
already a fine place to enjoy great music—has just opened their
Ra, and just about everyone in between, bringing a totally new level
restaurant. Reservations are recommended. Helsinki Hudson, 405
to the instrument—“playing the molecules,” as (Hot Tuna drummer)
Columbia St., Hudson, helsinkihudson.com, 518.828.4800. 9 PM
Harvey Sorgen once said to me. And while I’m exercising the privilege

Sa 9/17- THE DRUM BOOGIE
FESTIVAL, featuring THE JACK
DEJOHNETTE
QUARTET,
THE
JERRY MAROTTA BAND, NEXUS
with GARRY KVISTAD, and more,
at Cornell Park (in the Rondout),
Kingston—If you just can’t stand
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JON REGEN— REVOLUTION

world as it exists today just doesn’t have nearly enough
avenues for someone to stumble upon bona fide future
classics like Revolution’s opening title track and “Excuse
Me, But It’s Not Supposed to End Like This,” which
thankfully comes along at roughly the midway point of
the album.

(Jon Regen Music)

Jon Regen is dripping with talent. How else
to explain the contributions of heavyweight
pals like Andy Summers, Benmont Tench, Rob
Thomas, David McAlmont and Ricky Fataar
on Regen’s latest album, Revolution, where they
don’t so much stand out apart from the music as they become part of it.
Regen’s skills as a songwriter, storyteller and performer of true blue soul
music have never been more apparent. Witness a song like “Delores,”
which evokes the raw descriptive power of early Springsteen or Waits
with a heady brew of piano and organ washing over the whole.
While he’s perhaps most connected in people’s minds to the piano and
keyboards, it’s Regen’s voice that ultimately sets him apart from his
peers. If Anthony Kiedis ever knocked off the juvenile horseplay and
faux emcee stylings and concentrated on hitting a few notes every now
and again, that wouldn’t even put him in the same area code as Regen.
Whatever satellite subscriptions and internet prognostication have done
to us as music fans is immaterial, because all that really matters is that the

It’s sometimes a struggle to pigeonhole music into genres
or under labels, especially when all you really want to do is lay back in
the cut and enjoy it. So if “Spirits of the Soul” (featuring tasteful guitar
by Summers) is a torch song or a ballad or something else, what possible
difference could it make? What it is is terrific, which puts it in common
with the other nine tracks on Revolution.
Manufactured pop has been around for decades, so to pretend the Justin
Biebers and Ke$has of the modern age somehow represent a new low
would be disingenuous. Still, Revolution really does feel revolutionary in
its combination of craftsmanship and genuine soul. —Crispin Kott
www.jonregen.com

MY PET DRAGON—
MOUNTAINS AND CITIES
(Gimme That Sound Productions)

LUKE LIDDY—
BACK DOOR RAIN

My Pet Dragon may not realize it, but they’re sending mixed signals
with their new album, Mountains and Cities. The cover is so evocative of
Pink Floyd’s Dark Side of the Moon there was some initial worry that it
might contain electronica covers of tunes like “Money” and “The Great
Gig in the Sky.” But then the music starts and it’s anthem after U2inspired anthem…and before long you might find yourself inexplicably
on your feet and pumping your fist in the air.

For some, releasing an EP is
considered a stopgap between full-length albums, an opportunity to
remind people you exist and maybe make a few bucks in the process. For
singer-songwriter Luke Liddy, his new EP Back Door Rain is a chance to
get clear, concise and deep without overdoing it.

Though My Pet Dragon are indeed a band, they’re primarily the
construct of Todd Michaelsen, who not only wrote all the songs and
Bono-belts lines like “Only love can save us now” (from “Love Anthem”)
with sincere bombast, but also plays enough instruments that if you saw
him doing so all at once on the street, you’d probably stop and marvel
and empty your wallet into his open guitar case.

(Twin Ridge Records)

Six songs of finely crafted contemporary folk make up Back Door Rain,
including the titular number three tunes in. The song has a homespun
feel in the music, with its warm harmonies and violin; the lyrics are
also familiar and comforting, a sense that runs through all six songs in
the collection.

The first three songs on Mountains and Cities are so relentless in their
single-minded pursuit of stadium acceptance, that it feels like much
further in before the delicate swoon of “Siren” comes into the picture.
So gentle and unimposing is “Siren” that it’s almost sad to see it go.

—Crispin Kott

Even mid-tempo numbers like “Darling” are
built like a fortress populated by classic singalong truisms that might sound like things you've
heard before. None of this is meant as a knock, of
course, because the number of bands that can write
rollercoaster calls to action like “Crystal Ball”
can be counted on one hand. As U2 and Muse are
already packing stadiums around the world with the
formula, it’s really only a matter of time before My
Pet Dragon is doing the same. Thanks to Michaelsen
and his musical compadres, they’ve already got the
hooks and chutzpah to make it happen. Now all they
need is opportunity to knock on the door. —Crispin Kott

www.lukeliddy.com

www.mypetdragon.net

If you were ever inclined to write an ode to songbirds
with the title “Songbird,” you needn’t trouble yourself, as
Liddy has already got you covered. “Call Me California”
speaks to the laid back and pastoral parts that make up
the majority of real estate in the populous state, though it
successfully evokes the Laurel Canyon scene of the midto-late ‘60s in its softly strummed guitars and Liddy’s
own equally soft vocals.
As the region makes its gentle transition from summer
into autumn, Liddy has provided the ideal soundtrack.
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j.p. ferraro, photo by tomaso D'Angelo

PIRATE JOE’S RETRO RADIO: WHVW 950 AM

I

By M. R. Smith

t might take a minute to dial in,
negotiating around the sports,
r e l i g i o u s p ro g ra m m i n g , a n d
the right wing talk shows, smack
dab in the middle of the AM radio
dial. But you’ll know once you get there,
it’s like a breeze from a bygone era, a blend
of jazz, folk, swing, blues, R&B, gospel,
country & western, rockabilly, Cajun, and
early rock. Real American music made by
real musicians. And coming off the narrow
sonic band of AM radio—as non-digital a
format as can be imagined—it just sounds,
well, like home.
Welcome to J. P. Ferraro’s musical menagerie:
WHVW 950 AM, broadcasting from
downtown Poughkeepsie. As commercial
enterprises go, it’s a modest venture; though
they do sell advertising, they still rely on
volunteer staff. And with the rich history
of American music just sitting out there,
virtually untouched by modern corporate
media, they fill a niche that probably has
more fans than anyone really knows. That
fan base has never been properly measured by
any poll or survey.
And the heart of it is J. P. Ferraro—a.k.a.
“Pirate Joe”—and his voluminous collection
of vintage shellac 78s. “Pirate Joe” comes
from J. P.’s background in radio. “I grew up
(in Yonkers) getting into radio, because I was
fascinated with it as a child. My father built
radios and TV sets in the basement. In those
days it was a wonderful art, and broadcasting
then and now—are just two different animals,
unrecognizable, one to the other. I just loved
the idea.” This was back when a radio station
was still a nebulous concept, and J. P.’s interest
led to the concept of Pirate Joe. “There were
a few build-it-yourself radio stations in my
‘illustrious’ career. Hence the moniker,” J. P.
chuckles. “I know you probably expected it
to be a little more glamorous than that, but
that’s the truth of it.” Ever get caught? “Oh
yeah, back in 1971. Not much happened. (The
penalty) is a lot worse now than it was then.”
The collection of 78s has been a lifetime
obsession. “It’s been a long term occupation.
I still have records that my father and other
relatives gave me when I was a kid. I’ve
scoured around through stores, record

and Cumulus would have been illegal.
But the Teleco mm unications
Act in 1996—signed under Bill
Clinton—makes them possible today.
dealers, basements and attics, asking people:
got any of these things?” But why only 78s?
“78s encompass probably 85 to 89 percent of
the music I’m really interested in, in other
words the ‘era of 78s.’ And the integrity of
what you found on most 78s is far better than
what you’ll find today.” J. P. is something of a
purist, no re-mastered stereo-fied reprints for
him, although vinyl pressings from original
plates are a welcome sight. And fortunately,
turntable manufacturers—still doing well
thanks to the new DJ culture—started putting
the 78 speed back on new turntables. “I
remember I saw the ads for it, it said ‘NEW,’”
laughs J. P. “New old?”
Here you have a guy who loves radio, has a
huge and obscure collection, so, of course,
a station must be obtained. Fortunately
one became available, for a song (so to
speak). WHVW started out in 1963 with a
Top-40 format, quickly becoming the top
station in the area, and was sold to Castle
Communications Corp. in 1975, which
flipped it to a news format the following
year, effectively smothering their ratings.
In following years, format changes, multiple
owners, and financial difficulties plagued the
station, which never regained its footing. In
1992 WHVW was once again for sale, and J.P.
soon had his station.
Thoughts of having a highly successful
commercial venture, while maintaining
musical integrity, were soon out the
window….in favor of integrity. “My first few
months, I was trying to be a businessman. But
that kind of an approach wasn’t me, I want to
do what I want to do. Pre-packaged formats
and modern music just doesn’t do anything
for me.”
“Years ago, most stations were like mine.
But as the decades went by, it was slowly
converted into a marketplace-oriented
endeavor. And the ownership rules were
changed to allow speculation, changed so you
could own thousands of stations.” Back in the
day, conglomerates like Clear Channel
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So WHVW does it for the love, and it’s
quite the mix of music and communitybased programming. Sally Stark kicks it off
with her early jazz show followed by John
Flowers’ call-in show weekday mornings. Joe
La Scolea spins a mix of old favorites as well
as his popular Frank Sinatra “The Chairman
of the Board” show on Thursdays from 1 to
2 PM. Saturday mornings it’s politics with
Joel Tyner and Rich Carlson as well as gospel
early on Sunday, Darwin Lee’s “Real Hillbilly
Music Show” from 3-6 PM. with rock ‘n’
roll, Hispanic, German, and old-time country
shows spread across the week.
And, of course, there’s J. P., whose signature
show, “The Pirate Joe Country Music Radio
Show and Old Blues and R&B Extravaganzo”
features music from the vintage collection
and airs Tuesday through Thursday from 3-6
PM. J.P. is never afraid to provide a more leftleaning viewpoint to counter the roar of the
AM right as well.
And though new technology beckons, they’ll
keep it analog, thank you very much. Internet
streaming isn’t even on the radar; too much
trouble for clearances, even with all the
public domain material in the collection.
“Obviously, there are things I could put on
the air that would make more money. But do I
want my name next to that? When I hear some
of the stuff on other stations, I think, well now
they’re all corporate, what do they care? But
it’s pretty sad. Some stations—which will go
nameless—even play mp3s on the air. And I
used to think cassettes were bad!”
“Look, the rules of the game are, if you’re
doing anything worthwhile, you’re probably
not going to make money at it. It’s inversely
proportional. If you’re doing garbage, you are
going to get rich. And as we become more of
a corp-tatorship, that trend is only going to
get worse.”
Might as well just enjoy the music, then.

Repercussions of the U.S. Treasury Downgrade Across
the Bond Markets, P
B
J
, RLP®
resented by

You can call Standard & Poor’s downgrade of long-term U.S.
Treasuries whatever you want—unwarranted, politically charged,
payback for past wrongs, or, given the government’s spending habits,
a long time coming. The truth is that it happened, but Treasury
investors don’t seem to care, as bond yields, which move inversely to
price, have remained low. There are a couple of reasons for this.
First, for the time being, and probably for some years to come, many
worldwide investors, institutions, pensions, funds, and governments
consider the U.S. a safe haven. Second, all three rating agencies—
Standard & Poor’s, Moody’s, and Fitch—have tended to have
questionable credibility among the largest Treasury buyers because
of inconsistencies in the rating scales and other hazy variables.
As a result, we believe that the downgrade has had, and should
continue to have, little effect on bond trading. In the coming weeks,
if volatility in Treasuries emerges, it is more likely to be the result
of economic outlooks, global concerns, and safety plays, not
Standard & Poor’s decision.
What about repercussions in other areas of the bond market?
Money markets. These investments are expected to remain
unaffected. Only the long-term U.S. Treasury credit rating was
lowered; the short paper that the majority of money markets
purchase has continued to hold the A1+ mark, the highest
possible rating.
Agencies. Due to their implicit backing by the U.S. government,
it was only a matter of time before we saw the agencies (i.e.,
mortgage giants Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac) downgraded
as well. Until the government decides what it wants to do
with these enterprises, the rating of agencies and U.S. longterm debt is expected to remain the same. Performance in this
space, however, will continue to be influenced by factors
that existed before the downgrade: short supply and U.S.
government dependency.
Municipals. The most significant effects from the downgrade
may be felt in the municipal markets. Approximately 11,500
municipalities are tied in some way, shape, or form to the U.S.
government and its funding—a fairly small number when you
consider that there are more than 1 million municipal issues
outstanding. Nevertheless, municipal debt pre-refunded by U.S.
Treasuries, Build America Bonds, and federally funded school
projects, along with low-income housing and other federally
aided projects, may be downgraded.
Keep in mind that a downgrade doesn’t mean that funding has
disappeared; these municipalities will continue to receive federal
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backing. The downside to a downgrade in this space has to do
with mutual funds. Many fund managers have mandates that
require them to keep a certain percentage of assets in AAA
municipal bonds. Municipals that no longer meet that criterion
will have to be sold. On the other hand, municipal funds make up
a relatively small part of the overall market, so the effects of any
downgrades should be minimal. Nine states hold AAA ratings
from Standard & Poor’s, including Florida, and most, if not all,
run deficits and budget shortfalls.
Corporates. Similar to what has happened in the agency space,
some investment-grade corporate debt—particularly, banks and
insurance companies—could be downgraded due to close ties
to U.S Treasuries.
The corporate high-yield markets are highly correlated to the
equity markets, which has led the space to sell off significantly in
recent days.The downgrade could potentially put added pressure
on credit quality, especially if the U.S. economy were to slump
into another recession.
A waiting game
The markets are unpredictable at the best of times, and recent
actions from the government and rating agencies have made them
feel even more so, as nervous investors make knee-jerk decisions in
an attempt to avoid losses. Bond markets have been less affected than
equity markets, but only time will tell if or how future downgrades
will play out.
Investors, therefore, should keep an eye to their long-term goals and
avoid making decisions in reaction to near-term events without first
discussing the potential implications with their financial advisor.
Disclosure: Certain sections of this commentary contain forward-looking
statements that are based on our reasonable expectations, estimates, projections,
and assumptions. Forward-looking statements are not guarantees of future
performance and involve certain risks and uncertainties, which are difficult to
predict. This communication should not be construed as investment advice, nor as
a solicitation or recommendation to buy or sell any security or investment product.
Past performance is not indicative of future results. Diversification does not assure
a profit or protect against loss in declining markets. All indices are unmanaged and
investors cannot invest directly into an index.
Beth Jones, RLP® is a Registered Life Planner and independent Financial
Consultant with Third Eye Associates, Ltd, a Registered Investment Adviser
located at 38 Spring Lake Road in Red Hook, NY. She can be reached at 845-7522216 or www.thirdeyeassociates.com. Securities offered through Commonwealth
Financial Network, Member FINRA/SIPC. Authored by Fred DeBaets,
senior fixed income analyst at Commonwealth Financial Network. © 2011
Commonwealth Financial Network®
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roll stage & screen

a fistful
offromfilms—
the 12th
annual

woodstockfilm festival
By Tad Wise

“Fiercely Independent” is the term the 12th
Annual Woodstock Film Festival—September
21 through 25—uses as its descriptive motto, and it does a
pretty darn good job of living up to it. WFF tends to honor
independent artists doing quality over selling quantity, giving
a forum to some truly worthy new films and filmmakers,
while hosting five days of events, panels and discussions,
awards ceremonies, and new cinema o f a l l s h a p e s a n d
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s i z e s , o f t e n w i t h f i l m m a k e r s and stars available for
questions after screenings. And—this being Woodstock—
some pretty great parties in the woods. A detailed program
will be available at festival time. Here is a sampling of
films and shorts we caught, a very small collection from the
smorgasbord available at this year’s festival. Be sure to visit
www.woodstockfilmfestival.com for more details on events,
locations, and ticket information.
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dolphin boy

DOLPHIN BOY (US Premiere), directed by Dani Menkin and Yanatan
Nir, is an important film documenting the soul-saving connection
between a young man brutally beaten into a permanent state of shock,
and a colony of dolphins which reawaken in him the will to live and the
courage to love. Along the way several cliches are defused; a moderate
Arab family lives in Israel without racial hatred (the violence is Arab to
Arab); and a strong, masculine father chooses an experimental therapy
over the adrenal response of traditional revenge; instead of wiring bombs
for a child’s fanatic suicide, he sells off his business and embarks upon an
all-or-nothing gambit to win back the sanity of the son who “is (his)
soul.” Before Hollywood buys the rights and soups it up, see the original.
Here the fairy-tale quality remains sub-textual, and the near miraculous
bond between man and dolphin doesn’t require a Danny Elfman score to
make sure you get the point.
(who grew up between Woodstock and Manhattan) coaxes haunting
performances from a minimal script with painterly poignance—
without flinching from delivering the punch. This story of an adoring
mother, her son’s oedipal agony, and the man she brings home is a
tiny masterpiece.

DOWNTOWN EXPRESS starts off with nerve, verve, and laughs.
A Russian family of classical string players, falling on hard times,
pays their rent by performing in the subway and in old age homes and
on boardwalks. But the star of the family—of course—has a musical
scholarship and is practicing for his debut, which will propel him into
world fame with a kinda sexy ice-queen pianist/professor except that...
he falls in love with pop music. In particular a blonde with a band.
Central conflict? His classical roots vs. The Shock of the New. Central
problem? “The new” is not at all shocking. And his Rachmaninov is
sexier by far than his fiddle-in-the-middle rock.

Shortly after Washington failed to bail out New Orleans in the wake
of Katrina, a story appeared on the front page of the Woodstock Times
describing one man’s rescue mission. Adam Markowitz, who owned a
music store in New Paltz, was poised to drive a moving truck filled with
nine pianos to New Orleans and give them away. Alone. Local theatrical
adventurer Gillian Farrell read the piece and called him up, saying she
was interested in making a film about the odyssey. He was okay with
that but his schedule was tight, he was leaving the very next day.
9 PIANOS (which was shot entirely by Gillian and her daughter Anna
Beinhart) is a rough ‘n’ ready documentary. And it works that way. Sure
enough, Markowitz, made the trip (with his dog) and, enlisting help
from passersby, delivers and tunes nine pianos in a single day, while the
camera follows him. Farrell then arranged to do follow-up interviews,
while Markowitz drove home and picked up an additional eight pianos

As an actor’s director trusts in the stillness out of which emotion is born,
so a filmmaker’s filmmaker trusts an image to capture the audience until
the story arrives. After several delicious shots in succession, the reassured
viewer settles in for a feast. For such visual mastery to almost instantly
evidence itself in a newcomer is exceedingly rare, and with only a short
film to base high hopes upon, we’re not allowed the luxury of certainty.
But STEFAN, a 15 minute short by 28 year-old Juliet Lashinky-Revene
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9 pianos

gravity

downtown express

GRAVITY is a 13-minute student film by Pamela Romanowski,
involving a man and woman at the edge of civilization. Religious music
lyrics from a radio in the seen-better-days cabin are the only words we
hear. The woman (played with eerie precision by Kate Udall), a rangy,
long-boned redhead straight off a bleak Andrew Wyeth canvas, has
assumed the role of hunter. Her damaged mate, a most fittingly feral
Laurent Rejto, is dependent on what she kills. There is a cold complicity
about them—survival the sole aim. Then something within her shifts,
the gestalt falters, and he re-assumes the male role with devastating
effect. A small detail—fittingly downplayed—implies their complete
history as the one we are viewing ends: title fulfilled. There’s a cold,
grim, spareness akin to the best of Hemingway in GRAVITY, which was
filmed in Mt. Tremper.

the lie

for the return trip. These drop-offs and in-depth talks at clubs, churches,
wrecked houses, whole houses, schools, and makeshift shacks were all
captured on film, and the spontaneous combustion of the spirit of New
Orleans is so palpable here, so revelatory, and despite the city’s trials
and tribulations, so a-l-i-v-e! I’d be wasting time and space to quote or
summarize from the odditorium of oral and pianistic history so potently
captured herein, except to say if the guitar is a love song, the piano is a
symphony. And no, children—don’t deprive yourselves of a life bereft of
the sound or sight of this film. 9 PIANOS will bring many a smile, and—I
wouldn’t be surprised—a single, brave tear.

the sea is all i know

Not to be missed is the World Premiere of MOTHER, a new Blondie
video, shot locally with a local director. Just when you thought the rock
video was dead it comes back as a zombie. Thought you knew NYC
way back when? Remember the club Warhol loved—Mother? (Sure,
you don’t.) Well, this vid viciously re-visualizes it all vamp and camp,
with B-52s and the like liberally scattered thru the crowd. Locally filmed

mother

taking a chance on god

but gut-wrenching grief, guilt, accusation, even an Irish tenor to tear
your heart out. Unabating pathos flirts with bathos as universally superb
acting staves it off. The high point occurs after the estranged wife takes
aim first at her husband, then at God himself, then...two desperate souls
revisit what’s left of earthly love. Because on earth, it’s all that’s left.

at Backstage Productions in Kingston, lethally directed by WFF’s own
Laurent Rejto. With bloody tongue in cheek, Blondie in shockingly
fine form, and Debbie Harry never sounding better! Give the ‘ole girl a
whirl. Just don’t call her MOTHER.
THE LIE utilizes great talent (directed by and starring Joshua Leonard)
to capture the essence of the mediocrity and moral cowardice nowadays
epitomized by “the slacker.” If the performances weren’t so persuasive
and sympathetic, it could be labeled an indictment of the medical
marijuana generation. As it is, call it a cautionary tale about that
one lie too many, that one you can’t...take...back. Based on a story
by T. C. Boyle.
Written and directed by Jordan Bayne, with the stellar pairing of
Academy Award-winner (and Ulster County resident) Melissa Leo
and Peter Gerety as the parents, and an eviscerating performance by
Kelly Hutchinson as their daughter, THE SEA IS ALL I KNOW is
a mini-tragedy, running just shy of a half hour. Nor would one easily
withstand a fuller version of this unflinching portrait of Catholic parents
outliving their cancer-ridden child. There is not a shred of humor here,
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TAKING A CHANCE ON GOD is a straight documentary of the life
and thought of John J. McNeil, the brilliant Jesuit priest whose Vaticanapproved exploration of Catholic homosexuality created a theological
uproar with three obscure articles. These Rome tolerated. But when his
book, The Church and the Homosexual, catapulted McNeil onto national
talk shows, where he became the first Catholic priest to admit to being
gay, he was quickly censured and eventually de-frocked. McNeil, who
married his life partner in Canada, survives at 85 as the seminal leader
in a struggle still making headlines today. And his journey, from POW
in Nazi camps to Grand Marshal of the Gay Pride Parade, remains an
inspirational story of faith served by unblinking courage. With a stirring
score by local composer Peter Wetzler.
The Woodstock Film Festival takes place September 21 through 25, at
various locations in Woodstock, Rhinebeck, Rosendale, and Kingston. Please
visit www.woodstockfilmfestival.com for event schedules, locations, and
ticket information.
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how the High Falls Food Co-Op
gives it & lives it By Jamaine Bell

t first glance around the little country store known as
the High Falls Food Co-Op, a local shopper or visiting
weekender would see a compact, charming health-food store
with a rustic, farmhouse feel. Along with the requisite jars of
herbs, organic foods, free-trade coffee, and shelves with homeopathic
remedies, the High Falls Food Co-Op also offers plenty of on-site
freshly prepared foods, as well as local grass-fed meats, local dairy
products, local eggs, local produce, local honey, local breads, and
local syrups. All with the emphasis, of course, on the LOCAL. Two
large cases filled with organic vegetables and fruits, many picked
that morning at farms up the road, line one side of the store. Upon
entering, you realize that, as charming and sweet as the store
appears, the commitment by the staff and members to providing
organic, fresh, local foods has become a full-on mission.
But the High Falls Food Co-Op doesn’t just provide great food
like other health food or whole foods stores. As a true co-op,
it is a community-owned entity, with a current membership
of around 450 people. While anyone is allowed to shop there,
being a member of a co-op does confer some benefits, such as
discounts on purchases and the right to nominate and vote for
board members. However, as Jodi Fogel, general manager,
explains, “what I try to tell people is that they are part of,
basically, a political entity. With their dollars, they are
making a statement about what kinds of food and businesses
they want to support. “
Co-ops are different from other businesses in that they are non-profit and
are run democratically by their members. The food co-op concept has
been growing rapidly as the local food movement and farmers’ markets
36

have raised awareness of buying local, organic foods. By pooling their
resources, the members can buy in bulk for better prices, while having
more say and control over the kinds of foods they purchase, and what
types of businesses they purchase them from. The support of other small,
individually owned businesses is a big part of the overall mission and
ethos of co-ops. With their purchasing power, people can make a choice
to support local and small businesses, as well as providing high-quality
foods and goods for their families.
While the food co-op movement, which
gained some traction in the ‘60s and
‘70s counterculture scene, has been
growing, it is still a long way from
being ubiquitous in our culture. New
York has more food co-ops than most
other states. Even so, the High Falls
Food Co-Op is the only communityowned store within 50 miles of its location.
Shoppers here have developed a trust of
the staff to stock items that reflect their
ethos, presenting food and goods that are
holistic, sustainable, organic, and small
business-produced.
Formed in 1976, The High Falls Co-Op—founded
by Ellen Messer and Dick Phillips—moved from
building to building, until purchasing the current
location at the corner of Rte. 213 and Lucas Road, in
High Falls. The co-op was originally all vegetarian for many years, but
with the awareness and availability of regional sustainably raised meats,
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as well as the growing and changing needs of the members and public,
local grass-fed, organically raised meats are now regularly stocked.
The changes in the co-op’s offerings reflect changes in the area in the
past 30 years, with the last ten years seeing the most: more weekenders,
more people moving in from the big cities and from around the country,
more farmers offering organic foods, and more awareness of the local

food scene and the impact
of eating well on our lives and health. The
store is still evolving and growing, with a recent upgrade
and refurbishments, which will offer the customers more choices and
more bulk foods. When asked what they would like to see in the future of
the co-op, the management mentioned a grain-mill, so that local grains
could be milled and offered, as well as a community center.
When asked about the High Falls Food Co-ops’ impact on the local
food scene, Ruth Molloy, co-manager and grocery buyer for the co-op
explains, “So much is happening around us, in terms of initiative, that it
helps us see how our vision could fit into the larger picture. It’s not just
from us anymore. That may have been true 10-15 years ago, but now
there is this whole network.” The community owns the store, which
buys from local producers (farmers, dairies, bakeries, etc), and then sells
those products in the store back to the community, completing a circle
and keeping the money and business local.
The shoppers benefit by having most, if not all of their shopping needs
in one place, with ethically chosen sustainable goods, at a fair price. The
farmers and small businesses benefit by having another great place to
sell their goods, and the community benefits by keeping their business
and money local and by having a great place to meet each other and
shop. That’s how business used to be conducted within small, localized
communities. As Ryan Fitzgerald, the floor manager, puts it, “It really
feels like, to me, that as we move forward, we’re really becoming more
old-fashioned. This is the way things used to be.”
High Falls Food Co-Op is located at 1398 Rte. 213, High Falls. Open
every day 9 AM-7 PM, Su until 6 PM. Visit www.highfallsfoodcoop.com for
membership information.
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C e n t e r

some Fall PerFormances - tiP oF a terriFic iceberg

• Daniel Lippel

Unis n

9/16 ClassiCal Guitar

• Metropolitan Hot Club
9/17 Gypsy swinG Jazz

Arts Center

• Uncommon Ground
9/23 BlueGrass
• Namaskar

2011

9/24 Bollywood / Jazz Fusion

Fall Guide

• Sweet Clementines
9/30 literate, lyriCal smart pop

• Ablaye & Volker

photo by Matt Haber - www.matthaber.com

Performances
Gallery and Sculpture Garden
Classes and Workshops
Special Events
Business Guide

10/1 aFro / Jazz Fusion

• Buskin & Batteau
10/15 ClassiC Folk revival

Unison Arts Center • 68 Mountain Rest Road • New Paltz, NY • 12561

|

845-255-1559

|

• Native American Evening

www.unisonarts.org

10/28 a one Book, one new paltz event

also

• Family Programs
• Gallery & Sculpture Garden
• Classes & Workshops
• Open Mics
• Mohonk Mountain Stage
• Unison Auction 11/13

• Susan Werner

10/29 sinGinG & sonGwritinG at it’s Best!

• Dance Monks

11/5 day oF the dead danCe perFormanCe

• Mikhail & Gilles

11/19 poetry & musiC at it’s most questionaBle

• Holiday Concert

12/17 our annual muCh loved event

for sound & video clips check our website www.unisonarts.org
call 255-1559 for tickets, information & program guide
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dmcdesign

advertising design
branding
brochures
publication design
web site design
seo
annual reports
logo design
letterheads
business cards
media kits
blogs

dmcdesign
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september/theatre/cinema highlights
Fr-Su 9/9 through 11- MERCE CUNNINGHAM DANCE
COMPANY LEGACY TOUR, at Richard B. Fisher Center, Bard
College, Annandale-on-Hudson—From the Bard website: The
legendary Merce Cunningham Dance Company (MCDC) returns to the
Hudson Valley one last time before it disbands at the conclusion of its
final world tour in December. MCDC’s engagement at Bard provides
an extraordinary opportunity to see Cunningham’s choreography
performed by the last dancers he personally trained, in a program that
illuminates his groundbreaking collaborations with his life partner,
composer John Cage, and artist Robert Rauschenberg. The iconic
Antic Meet (1958) captures the exuberant spirit that existed among
Cunningham, Cage, and Rauschenberg for nearly 60 years. In this
comedic work, Rauschenberg’s witty costumes come back to life with
Cunningham’s vaudeville-like choreography, and a playful composition
by Cage that makes generous use of multiple forms of notation and
different types of music making. Suite for Five (1956), in contrast, is
one of the modernist trio’s most beautiful works, remarkable for its
sustained solos and serene, sculptural quality. The explosive Sounddance
(1975) closes the program, with David Tudor’s powerful score in perfect
accord with the vigorous, fast-paced dance for the full company. The
Richard B. Fisher Center, Bard College, Rte. 9G, Annandale-on-Hudson,
fishercenter.bard.edu, 845.758.7900. Fr/Sa 9/9 & 10 8 PM, Su 9/11 2 PM

Fr/Sa 9/9 & 10- Starling Productions presents TOO MUCH
INFORMATION!, at the Rosendale Theatre, Rosendale—Much
like its direct precursor The Vagina Monologues, Too Much Information!
is an evening of original, work-shopped monologues, delivered by
regional women. After a sold-out TMI! run in May at Shadowland
Theater, in Ellenville, director Eva Tenuto launched a weekly writing
workshop to generate a new edition of the show, with all new writing
and performances, enlisting actor Julie Novak as improv leader, and
writer Sari Botton to lead the writing portion of the workshop. From
the press release: “Too Much Information! explores stories we are
afraid to tell but long to hear. There’s something both cathartic and
connective about revealing our deepest and darkest—not to mention
our most embarrassing—moments. The personal is universal, and in
sharing their stories, TMI! writers/performers help to reveal common
threads in all of our lives. ‘Come hear the truth about our transitions,
challenges and moments of growth, pride and accomplishment,’

suggests Tenuto, who will also perform. ‘Yes, we’re a bit reluctant to
stand in front of an audience and tell our sometimes painful truth—but
we’re going to do it anyway! Because sharing our stories is empowering
and uplifting to both actor and audience.’” Other participants (in
addition to Tenuto, Novak, and Botton) include Patty Curry, Fatima
Deen, Jessica Barry, Vincenza Dante, Marta Waterman, Stephanie Ellis,
Nancy Plumer, Valerie Eagle, and Brenda Eagle Davis. Rosendale
Theatre, 330 Main St., Rosendale, www.rosendaletheatre.org,
845.658.8989, 914.299.2363 (Starling), advance tickets available at
www.brownpapertickets.com/event/183807. 8 PM

Sa 9/17- Benefit for “Passage to India” tour with THE VANAVER
CARAVAN, at Opus 40, Saugerties—The Vanaver Caravan, a nonprofit dance/educational group based in the Hudson Valley since 1974,
has been invited, through the efforts of Big Medicine Charitable Trust
(BMCT), Udaipur/India, to perform in December at the Shilpgram Utsav,
one of India’s most prestigious music and dance festivals. TVC is the
first non-Indian company asked to perform at the festival by India’s
West Zone Cultural Center. In addition to this performance during their
two-week tour, The Vanaver Caravan will lead workshops in the local
schools (similar to the Arts Education residency programs in the Hudson
Valley that they have pioneered and taught for over twenty-five years).
TVC will play an active role with BMCT in the creation of Udaipur’s first
performing and healing arts center, benefitting the children of Udaipur.
This will involve a mentoring and teacher training to establish their
dance program. BMCT’s Shakti Academy will expose young people to a
wide variety of dance styles, circus arts, and healing forms from around
the world, all supported by an internationally traveled faculty. But funds
must first be raised for the transportation costs of this “Passage to India”
tour, so the group has a multi-event afternoon planned at the aweinspiring Opus 40, with music, dance, food from around the Hudson
Valley, and a photography auction of works by world-traveled artists.
And yes, all admission and contributions are tax-deductible. Opus 40,
50 Fite Rd., Saugerties, www.vanavercaravan.org, www.opus40.org,
845.256.9300. 4:30 PM- sunset.

above l, antic meet, merce cunningham dance company, design: robert rauschenberg;
photo by stephanie berger; top r,john cage, merce cunningham & robert rauschenberg,
photo by douglas jeffrey; bottom r,vanaver caravan at opus 40,
photo courtesy vanaver caravan
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roll dining in
w/gary allen, food maven
historian & author

F

Something
Like Grandma
Made

or the past year or so, I’ve been trying to
recreate some of the dishes that used to be
familiar, but have somehow disappeared—
dishes that would have been familiar to
our parents and grandparents. Relishes like
chow-chow, sweet-and-spicy green tomato
chutney, and tomato jam, perfumed with a bit
of cinnamon. I suppose it’s a natural result of
the home-canning revival that seems to be
replacing the fading cupcake craze.
Some of these old-fashioned standbys have disappeared because tastes
change over time. Really, when was the last time you were served
Ambrosia at a party—at least one that wasn’t self-consciously retro? I
suspect that many otherwise delightful foods were allowed to fade away
simply because they were too much work.
We tend to think of our grandmothers, slaving away, hour after hour,
in stifling hot kitchens—something we would do anything to avoid. We
imagine that, even if grandma had the advantage of today’s modern
conveniences, she would still have stuck to the old, tried-and-true,
recipes that had been passed down from her grandmother.
Don’t bet on it. When grandma found a good shortcut, one that still
produced a product her family would love, she jumped on it—just as we
all would.
For example, I’ve got an old family recipe that has been handed down
for generations, and deservedly so—it’s really good. Here it is, copied
exactly as it was written on a dog-eared, stained, and faded index card:

(since they contained powdered eggs), but were changed for marketing
reasons—supposedly because women felt that they were
cheating their families if they didn’t take a more
active role in making their desserts. If a mix
worked well, and was easier than
making something from
scratch, grandma would
have been crazy not to
use it—and grandma was
no fool. The real reason
p owd ered e ggs we r e
removed from the mixes is
that Duncan Hines said that
“strictly fresh eggs make a
bigger, better cake.” After that,
all the other cake mix companies
changed their recipes as well.
While the lemon cake listed above
is good, I tinkered with it a bit,
adapting it to modern tastes. Reducing the amount of oil by half did not
affect the flavor, moistness, or keeping properties of the cake at all.
Up-to-date Lemon Jell-O Cake
What you need1 pkg. lemon Jell-O
1 cup boiling water
1 box Duncan Hines Yellow Cake mix
4 eggs
3 oz. oil (vegetable or canola)
1 lemon, zest and juice
1 cup confectioner's sugar

Preheat oven to 350ºF. In a small bowl, combine Jell-O and water. Stir
until completely dissolved, and set aside to cool to lukewarm. Mix
eggs with oil, and whisk until light and frothy. Alternate adding egg
mixture and warm Jell-O liquid to cake mix, a little at a time, stirring
constantly. Don’t over-mix—just ensure that all dry ingredients are
moistened (over-mixing develops gluten in the mix’s flour, making the
cake tougher, more bread-like).

Lemon Jello Cake
What you need1 pkg. lemon Jell-O
1 cup boiling water
4 eggs
¾ cup vegetable oil
1 box Duncan Hines yellow cake mix

Mix Jell-O and water well, and set aside to cool. (Should still be warm
when used.) Break eggs into separate bowl and beat in oil until light.
Add alternately with Duncan Hines Yellow Cake mix into Jell-O
bowl, and blend. Pour mixture into greased tube pan, bake at 350ºF
for 45 minutes.
The unexpected appearance of Jell-O and a cake mix are a little shocking
to modern foodie eyes, but why wouldn’t grandma have used them?
Jell-O first went on the market in 1900. Cake mixes have been around
since the 1920s. However, the first successful one didn’t come out until
1947, and Duncan Hines (1880-1959) first put his name on one in 1953.
There’s a popular story that early cake mixes required only water
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Pour into a buttered and floured tube pan, and bake for about 45 minutes
(or until a toothpick comes out clean when inserted in deepest part of
the cake). While cake is baking, combine the grated zest of the lemon
with the confectioner’s sugar. Stir in enough lemon juice to make a thick
glaze. Remove cake from tube pan, and spread the glaze evenly over it
while it is still warm.
Variations: I’ve substituted Orange Jell-O, orange zest and juice—and
fruity olive oil—with great success. I have no doubt that other flavors
would work just as well.
Gary Allen’s latest book, Herbs: A Global History, is scheduled for publication
next spring. You can find more of his speculations about things he has been known
to (but really shouldn’t) stick in his mouth—his own foot being a prime example of
the latter—at his website www.onthetable.us.
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roll gardening & green
with over six hundred named cultivars. Both the mophead hydrangeas
and the lacecaps fit under this species.

by Donatella de Rosa

A

s seasons change from one to the next, so does the garden
along with them. The surge of new life in spring, the verdant
green and lush colors in summer and fall’s vibrant splash as
the garden growth slowly ebbs toward winter’s dormancy,
all add to the full gardening experience. Whether you’re an active
participant, or an appreciative observer, each season delights or
subdues our senses. Watching as my garden changes, grows, goes
dormant and sometimes dies, never finds me indifferent. Gardens
always excite and often inspire reflection, and simple contentment.
Each season has a plant, or group of plants—flowering bulbs and peonies
in spring, coneflowers and lilies in summer, autumn crocus and toad
lilies in fall—that stands out as its most prolific symbol. These are the
plants that one eagerly awaits as a harbinger of that season’s climax. In
late winter-early spring, the hellebores begin to bud. The large leathery
leaves stand guard above the blooms as they demurely open, their petals
nodding as if to say, yes, there’s more to come. In late summer the
diaphanous petals of Japanese anenomes begin to open, hovering above
the now fading summer blooms. There are some plants whose glory has
the amazing capacity to span more than one season, and of those plants
the hydrangeas stand out with the most diverse and enduring blooms.
There are more than seventy species of hydrangea, and all are stunning,
some dramatic in their varied displays of color and form. The drifts
of snow white, pink or blue lacecaps against deep green leaves, or the
conical, sometimes pendulous clusters of the Hydrangea paniculata, the
more stately, reserved clusters of the Hydrangea petioralis as it climbs a rock
wall or tumbles down a stone embankment, the elegant tree hydrangeas
[peegee] and the enormous clusters of fertile and sterile flowers of the
oakleaf hydrangea [native to the northeast, most species are native to
Asia], as they rest against its equally enormous leaves—all have unique
attributes that never cease to amaze and delight.
These popular ornamental plants are grown for their large and varied
flowerheads, the Hydrangea machrophylla being by far the most common
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Hydrangeas have some interesting properties, the most sinister
being moderate toxicity if eaten. All of its parts contain
cyanogenic glycosides—cyanide—and despite the danger
of illness or even death, the Hydrangea paniculata is reportedly
smoked as an intoxicant. The Japanese ama-cha—meaning sweet tea—is
an herbal tea made from the Hydrangea serrata, whose leaves contain the
sweet tasting substance phyllodulcin. In
Japan, ama-cha is used for Kan-butsu-e—
the Buddha bathing ceremony—in
April on the day thought to be
Buddha’s birthday. The tea is poured
over a statue of Buddha and served
to those attending the ceremony.
Ama-cha is a substitute for Amrita [the
beverage of immortality], that according to
legend, nine dragons
poured over Buddha
on the day of his birth.
Pink hydrangeas are
popular everywhere, but
especially in Asia where they have
several symbolic meanings, the most poetic being, “You
are the beat of my heart.” The celebrated Asian florist Tan Jun Yong
was quoted as saying, “The delicate blush of the petals reminds me of a
beating heart, while the size could only match the heart of the sender!”
Some Hydrangea species:
Hydrangea macrophylla, under which both mophead and lacecap
flowerheads fall. Mopheads have large round flowerheads resembling
huge pom-poms consisting of sterile flowers. Lacecaps bear round, flat
flowerheads with a center core of subdued, fertile flowers surrounded by
outer rings of showy, sterile flowers. These can be a creamy white, but
are usually shades of pink or blue.
Hydrangea arborescens, the best known, ‘Annabelle’, is a stunning white
hydrangea often producing flowerheads over ten inches in diameter.
Hydrangea quercifolia [oakleaf hydrangeas], is a dramatic, white-blooming
shrub prized for its four seasons of interest. The conical flowerheads
of both sterile and fertile flowers start out green and mature to a crisp
white. As the season progresses, the flowers begin to blush pink at the
edges, and by fall turn a deepening bronze that lingers for several weeks
until the flowers turn brown. The leaves become a flaming bronze
red before they drop for the winter, only to reveal a papery pale bark
peeling away to expose shades of surprising and lovely cinnamon.
Hydrangea paniculata, has white conical shaped blooms that develop a
wonderful shade of pink as they age, extending their beauty well into
fall. Paniculatas can grow to be more than ten feet tall and the Peegee
variety is often pruned to form the elegant tree hydrangea.
Hydrangea anomala, subsp. petiolaris, is a climbing hydrangea that can grow
to eighty feet. It has white/near-white blooms resembling a lacecap
flowerhead with small deep green leaves and is attractive to bees,
butterflies and birds.
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september/art highlights
Th 9/8- The Jewish Federation of Ulster County
presents the 15th Annual “FALL FOR ART” art
show, sale, and reception, at Wiltwyck Golf Club,
Kingston—When it comes to connecting great
regional artists with patrons, while raising funds for
great causes in the area, and doing so while throwing
a delightful cocktail party, nobody does it better than
the Jewish Federation of Ulster County’s “Fall for Art”
juried art show and sale, now in its 15th successful
year. Though every year the event generates funds
for the less fortunate—this year, beneficiaries include
Family of Woodstock and Queen’s Galley and Food
Bank, Kingston—they also donate to a selected arts
organization. This year, the recipient is the Rosendale
Theatre Collective, the feisty group that managed
to raise funds to buy the Rosendale Theatre, and
make some welcome upgrades and improvements,
enhancing both live and cinematic experiences there,
while becoming a vibrant regional theatre. Artists
include: Paola Bari, Harriet Forman Barrett, Sara Beames, Deborah
Blau, Barbara Bravo, Sherri Cohen, Steve Fabrico, Stacy Flint, Lynne
Friedman, Melanie Hall, Oliver Kita, Barbara Klar, Stephanie La Rose,
Julia Lefkovits, Louise Lefkovits, Joel Mandelbaum, Barbara Masterson,
Rick Pantell, Ellen Perantoni, Susan Phillips, Judith Polinsky, Sally
Rothchild, Elisa Shaw, Kaete Britten
Shaw, Carole Shiber, M'Lou Sorrin,
Karen Whitman, and Joel Zaraetsky.
Wiltwyck Golf Club, 404 Steward
Ln., Kingston, www.fallforart.org,
845.338.8131. 6-9 PM

9/15 through 10/9- GILLIAN
JAGGER’S “REVEAL” at John
Davis Gallery, Hudson—With its
extension to the renovated Carriage
House, John Davis Gallery has made
possible sufficient space for multiartist shows, as well as large-scale
installations. For the month of
September, the main gallery features
La Wilson’s “Constructions: New
York,” Drew Goerlitz has works
in the Sculpture Garden, and the
Carriage House features pieces by
Margit Lewczuk, Craig Olson, and
Liv Aanrud. But this month has a
real treat as well: the large-scale
sculpture Reveal, by world-renowned
artist Gillian Jagger, hanging in the
Elevator Shaft Installation area. (Jagger
also has an exhibition of her drawings in the Carriage House.) Since
her primary gallery—Phyllis Kind Gallery, Manhattan—closed a few
years ago, Jagger has made fewer public appearances, but in recent years
she has shown her drawings in shows at Violet Ray Gallery (NYC) and
Stone Ridge galleries The Drawing Room and Pearl Arts. But it’s her
large sculpture work, created from the natural world: wood—real trees
and branches, metal, animal corpses, rope and found ogjects…that are
the most visceral. Reveal is a 15-foot piece of tree cut into five vertical
segments, to be hung in a three-story interior open space, originally a
top, poster for

horse carriage lift back in the 19th
century. Jagger clearly has a love for
the irregularities of natural shapes;
oftentimes she is simply exposing
the honest beauty under the surface
of familiar organic forms. Her
drawings have an uncanny ability
to—almost casually—capture the
soul of her subject, quite often
one of her own rescued livestock.
John Davis Gallery, 362½ Warren
St., Hudson, johndavisgallery.com,
518.828.5907. Artist Reception Sa
9/17 6-8 PM

9/2 through 10/30- CHAGALL
IN HIGH FALLS documentary
exhibition, at the D&H Canal
Museum, High Falls—Though it’s
not widely known in these parts, the enormously influential Belorussian/
French artist Marc Chagall (1887-1985) spent a couple of years in High
Falls, five years after his escape to the U.S. in 1941, fleeing Vichy France
during the height of World War II. Living in a simple wood-framed
house in the hamlet from ’46 to ’48, the relaxed atmosphere of the
small town—in tandem with the easy access to
the New York City art world—gave Chagall the
freedom he needed to create over 90 paintings,
prints, and drawings—some of which are among
his most exuberant and acclaimed works, like his
famous Four Tales from a Thousand Arabian Nights,
a reproduction of which will be exhibited here,
among other notables. The exhibit—inspired by
local retired history/English teacher and Chagall
fan Rik Rydant—includes photographs of Chagall,
his companion Virginia Haggard, and their son
David, born in 1946, taken in High Falls by noted
Belgian photographer Charles Leirens. The opening
reception (Sa 9/3 5-8 PM) features Bella Meyer,
Chagall’s granddaughter. Later in the month, it’s
a Russian-inspired five-course dinner hosted by
restaurateur John Novi at the DePuy Canal House,
in High Falls (Sa 9/17 6 PM). The evening features
the recounting of Chagall’s remarkable journey
to the U.S. by Sheila Isenberg, a u t h o r o f t h e
biography of Varian Fry (the man who s a v e d
C h a g a l l from Nazi Europe), with readings of
poetry and prose he composed during that period
and local oral
histories
following (call
845.687.7700 for reservations).
D&H Canal Museum, 23
Mohonk Rd., High Falls,
w w w. c h a g a l l i n h i g h f a l l s . c o m .
Opening reception Sa 9/3 5-8 PM.
Benefit dinner at Depuy Canal
House, 1315 Rte. 213, High Falls,
845.687.7700, Sa 9/17 6 PM

Chagall in High Falls; center, Reveal, Gillian Jagger; bottom l, The Blue Violinist, M arc Chagall
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roll cuisine corner

by Julie Goldstein, Bull and Buddha

Sayonara to Summer…
& Corn

Before corn starch and corn oil were produced for
the masses in our time, the Native Americans in the
Hudson Valley, and elsewhere, also utilized corn in
many inedible ways. Corn cobs were used for fuel,
ceremonies, and games. Corn husks were woven into
sleeping mats, masks, and moccasins; they were braided
into baskets and dolls.
There are five chief types of corn, each of them with
different textures, flavors, and uses. The vibrantly colored
Indian corn we see today is primarily used for decorative
pieces. Sweet corn, probably the most familiar type, can be
eaten raw or cooked (this is also the variety
that is often canned and frozen). Floury and
Dent corns are typically used for industrial
products, while Popcorn is in fact a
distinguished type of Flint corn, beloved
by many movie theatergoers.
However you enjoy corn (the Incas would make
a corn beer called chica), the best time to consume it
when it is fresh, local, and just picked, before the sugars
convert to starch and the flavor is depleted. So as summer
comes to an end, we shall savor the last few fresh kernels,
freeze our soups, and look forward to another season of
sweet corn next year.

P

opped in a pan, roasted in
the oven, and grilled over an
open flame: these are the favorite ways
to enjoy a truly American culinary
staple, a versatile grain—often cooked as
a vegetable—with an extensive history.
This plant of the grass family, cultivated and
consumed for thousands of years, is of course
maize, or as we call it, corn. As summer surrenders
to autumn, we say goodbye to peaches, watermelon, tomatoes, and
the beloved locally-grown corn. September is the last month in the
Hudson Valley to appreciate the sweet ears that are indigenous to
the Americas, so it is time to eat them up and hope for a good crop
again next season.
The word Maize, which is said to be a descendant of teosinte and zea
mays (two wild grasses first developed thousands of years ago and quite
dissimilar in appearance to the corn we know today), translates to “that
which sustains life”, a truly fitting name for the food that keeps feeding
the world century after century. The grasses bred to develop our corn
had tiny separated kernels unlike the plump compact kernels we are
now familiar with. It is no feat of nature that corn has lasted throughout
civilizations across the world and will continue to do so, it is solely a
feat of man. The corn we have grown accustomed to today is not any
easy-to-maintain plant; it takes attention, time, and sufficient water to
produce a fruitful crop every year.
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Bull and Buddha’s new brunch menu includes these fluffy
corn fritters, which can either be sweet when soaked with
maple syrup, or savory when grated cheese is added to the
batter. Try them at home, or better yet, try them with unlimited
champagne cocktails at brunch at Bull and Buddha.

CORN FRITTERS
What you need6 cups oil, for frying
2 cups all-purpose flour, sifted
2 tsp. baking powder
1 tsp. salt
1/2 tsp. white sugar
2 eggs, lightly beaten
1 cup milk
2 tbsp. butter, melted
4 ears of sweet corn, kernels only
Heat the oil in a deep pot to about 350ºF. In a medium bowl, combine
flour, baking powder, salt and sugar. Beat together egg, milk, and
melted butter in separate bowl and stir into flour mixture. Mix in
the corn kernels. Drop fritter batter by spoonfuls into the hot oil,
and fry until golden. Drain on paper towels and serve with a favorite
dipping sauce.
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14 mount carmel pl. poughkeepsie, new york
845-483-7300 | cafebocca.net
Open Every Day
Located In The Heart Of Poughkeepsie’s Little Italy
Lunch & Dinner
pizza

•

pa s ta

•

pa n i n i

•

salads

WOOD • STONE • COMFORT

stay tuned
for roll online...

Starting in October
look for Roll exclusively
on
the web
845.594.9247

www.rollmagazine.com

weekend get-aways
stay a week

• a month •

a season

www.thewoodshudsonvalleyretreat.com
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ARIES (March 21-April 19): I predict that in
the coming weeks, you will be able to extract an
unexpected perk or benefit from one of your less
glamorous responsibilities. I also predict that you will decide
not to ram headfirst into an obstacle and try to batter it until it crumbles.
Instead, you’ll dream up a roundabout approach that will turn out to be
more effective at eliminating the obstacle. Finally, I predict that these
departures from habit will show you precious secrets about how to
escape more of your own negative conditioning in the future.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): “Dear Astrologer: My life
is stagnant and slow. It suffers bone-deep from a lack of
changes, good or bad or in between. Why has my karma been
deprived of all motion? Why must I go on frozen in such eerie
peace and quiet? I seek your help. Can you cast a spell for me so
that I will be happily disrupted and agitated? Will you predict my
sorry state of stillness to be ended soon? Arvind Agnimuka, Taurus
from Darjeeling.” Dear Arvind: Funny you should ask. According to my
analysis, members of the Taurus tribe are about to be roused out of their
plodding rhythm by a bolt of cosmic mojo. Get ready to rumble —and I
mean that in the best sense of the word.
GEMINI (May 21-June 20): I found this unusual
classified ad in a small California newspaper. “Wanted:
Someone to travel backwards in time with me. This is not
a joke. You must be unafraid to see the person you used to
be, and you’ve got to keep a wide-open mind about the
past—I mean more wide-open than you have ever been
able to. I have made this trip twice before, and I don’t
expect any danger, but there may be a bit of a mess. Please
bring your own ‘cleaning implements,’ if you know what I mean.” As
crazy as it sounds, Gemini, I’m thinking you’d be the right person for this
gig. The astrological omens suggest you’ll be doing something similar to
it anyway.
CANCER (June 21-July 22): Of your five senses, which
is the most underdeveloped? If you’re a typical Westerner,
it’s your sense of smell. You just don’t use it with the same
level of acuity and interest you have when you’re seeing,
hearing, tasting, and touching. You may speak excitedly
about an image you saw or song you heard or food you ate
or massage you experienced —what they were like, how they made
you feel—but you rarely do that with odors. You easily tolerate an
ugly building or loud traffic noise or mediocre food or itchy fabric, and
yet you feel a deep aversion to an unappealing smell. Having said that,
I want you to know it’s an excellent time to upgrade your olfactory
involvement with the world. You’d benefit greatly from the emotional
enrichment that would come from cultivating a more conscious
relationship with aromas.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): “Enlightenment is simply this,” said
the Zen master. “When I walk, I walk. When I eat, I eat.
When I sleep, I sleep.” If that’s true, Leo, you now have
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an excellent chance to achieve at least temporary enlightenment. The
universe is virtually conspiring to maneuver you into situations where
you can be utterly united with whatever you are doing in the present
moment. You’ll be less tempted than usual to let your mind wander away
from the experience at hand, but will instead relish the opportunity to
commit yourself completely to the scene that’s right in front of you.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): In August 2009, 120 scientists
and their helpers staged a BioBlitz in Yellowstone
National Park. Their goal was to find as many new
species as they could in one day. To their surprise and
delight, they located more than 1,200, including beetles,
worms, lichens, and fungi that had never before been
identified. An equally fertile phase of discovery could very
well be imminent for you, Virgo. All you have to do is make that your
intention, then become super extra double-wildly receptive.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): “Two dangers threaten the
universe: order and disorder,” said poet Paul Valery. I
think that’s especially true for you right now, although
the “danger” in question is psychological in nature, not
physical, and it’s a relatively manageable hazard that you
shouldn’t stay up all night worrying about. Still, the looming
challenge to your poise is something that requires you to activate your
deeper intelligence. You really do need to figure out how to weave a
middle way between the extremes of seeking too much order and
allowing too much disorder. What would Goldilocks do?
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): Readers of Reddit.com
were asked to describe their lives in just six words. It
would be a good time for you to try this exercise. You’ve
reached a juncture in your unfolding destiny when you
could benefit from a review that pithily sums up where
you’ve been up to until now, and where you’ve got to go
next. To inspire your work, here are some of the most interesting from
Reddit: 1. Early opportunities wasted, now attempting redemption.
2. Searching tirelessly for that one thing. 3. Living my dream requires
modifying dream. 4. Must not turn into my mom. 5. Insane ambition
meets debilitating self-doubt. 6. Do you want to have sex? 7. Slowly
getting the hang of it. 8. These pretzels are making me thirsty.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21): Go where the drama
is, Sagittarius, but not where the melodrama is. Place
yourself in the path of the most interesting power,
but don’t get distracted by displays of power that are
dehumanizing or narcissistic. You are in a phase of
your astrological cycle when you have a mandate
to intensify your excitement with life and increase
your ability to be deeply engaged with what attracts you. I urge you to
be as brave as you once were when you conquered a big fear and to be
as curious as you were when you discovered a big secret about who you
are. For extra credit, be highly demonstrative in your expression of what
you care about.
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CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19): In his older years, after
steadfastly cultivating his vices with the care of a connoisseur,
the agnostic actor W. C. Fields was caught reading the Bible
by an old friend. Questioned at this departure from his usual
behavior, Fields said he was “looking for loopholes.” I suspect
a comparable shift may be in the offing for you, Capricorn. In
your case, you may be drawn to a source you’ve perpetually ignored
or dismissed, or suddenly interested in a subject you’ve long considered
to be irrelevant. I say, good for you. It’s an excellent time to practice
opening your mind in any number of ways.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): I watched a Youtube video that showed
eight people competing in a weird marathon. They ran two miles, ate
12 doughnuts, then ran another two miles. I hope you don’t try anything
remotely similar to that, Aquarius. If you’re in the mood for outlandish
feats and exotic adventures (which I suspect you might be), I
suggest you try something more life-enhancing, like making
love for an hour, eating an organic gourmet feast, then
making love for another hour. It’s a good time for
you to be wild, maybe even extreme, about getting
the healing you need.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): In the out-of-print book In
Portugal, A.F.G. Bell defines the Portuguese word saudade
as follows: “a vague and constant desire for something that
does not and probably cannot exist, for something other
than the present, a turning towards the past or towards the
future; not an active discontent or poignant sadness, but an
indolent dreaming wistfulness.” In my astrological opinion, Pisces, it is
imperative that you banish as much saudade from your system as you can.
If you want, you can bring it back again later, but for now, you need to
clarify and refine your desires for things that are actually possible. And
that requires you to purge the delusional ones.

To check out my expanded
audio forecast of your destiny
go to RealAstrology.com.
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you’ll find a great selection of food at...
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845.876.1559 | 68 firehouse lane red hook, ny 12571

845.255.0050 | 145 rte 32 n, new paltz, ny 12561

FALL EVENTS AT BARD
Merce Cunningham Dance Company

legacy tour The legendary dance company’s final world tour. This is an extraordinary opportunity to
see Cunningham’s choreography performed by the last dancers he personally trained, in a program that illuminates his groundbreaking collaborations with his life partner, John Cage, and artist Robert Rauschenberg.

Friday, September 9 and Saturday, September 10 at 8 pm
Sunday, September 11 at 2 pm

Tickets: $55, 45, 35, 25

Works by Lou Harrison

Lou Harrison (1917–2003) was an American original. The three works on this program offer a generous
glimpse of his musical world: Solo to Anthony Cirone, Suite for Violin and American Gamelan, and La Koro
Sutro. Presented by New Albion Records and the Richard B. Fisher Center for the Performing Arts.

Saturday, October 15 at 8 pm

Tickets: $45, 35, 25, 15

American Symphony Orchestra

conducted by leon botstein, music director

Godfrey Winham’s Sonata for Orchestra,
Gustav Mahler’s Ruckert Lieder and Symphony No. 1 in D Major (“Titan”)

Friday, October 28 and Saturday, October 29 at 8 pm

Tickets: $40, 35, 25

American Ballet Theatre

Works by Twyla Tharp, Merce Cunningham, Martha Clarke, Demis Volpi (world premiere), Robert Barnett,
Felix Blaska, and Paul Taylor. (Check website for particular program information.)

Friday, November 4 and Saturday, November 5 at 8 pm
Saturday, November 5 and Sunday, November 6 at 2 pm

Tickets: $55, 45, 35, 25

James Joyce, Marcel Duchamp, Erik Satie: An Alphabet

by john cage Working on the principles of collage, Cage created a cast of unlikely characters
engaged in a dialogue suffused throughout with humor and irreverence. Produced by the John Cage Trust
and New Albion Records.
Friday, November 11 and Saturday, November 12 at 8 pm

Tickets: $45, 35, 25, 15

Conservatory Sundays

Join us at the Sosnoff Theater for a series of delightful concerts performed by the talented students of
The Bard College Conservatory of Music, with faculty and special guests

Sō Percussion Sunday, September 18 at 3 pm
Chamber Concert Sunday, October 16 at 3 pm
Conservatory Orchestra Sunday, October 23 at 8 pm and Sunday, December 4 at 3 pm
Suggested donation: $20, 15
All performances take place in the Sosnoff Theater. Additional program information
is available on our website.

For tickets and information fishercenter.bard.edu | 845-758-7900
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